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Purpose: The pmpose of this study was to examine and compare the effects of a non-
clinical community water based exercise program and a land based exercise program 
(Body Recall) on flexibility and functional capacity in arthritic women ages 18 - 75. 
iv 
Procedure: Sixteen female subjects, mean age was 50.56 years, diagnosed with arthritis, 
volunteered to participate in this study. Four who could not commit to the exercise 
became the controls while the others were randomly assigned to either the water exercise 
or Body Recall groups. The exercise classes met three times a week for 8 weeks. Pre-
and post tests consisted of resting heart rate, resting blood pressure, height, weight, 
percent body fat, Cooper 12 Minute Run - Walk test, The Stanford Functional Capacity 
Scorecard, the AAHPERD sit and reach test, the shoulder- wrist elevation test, the trunk 
and neck extension test, the shoulder rotation test, the ankle extension (plantar flexion) 
test, and the ankle flexion (dorsiflexion) test Data were analyzed using ANCOVA 
Multiple comparisons to determine significant difference between individual groups 
were performed with the Bancroft test. Individual improvements were analyzed using a 
paired two-sample t-test 
V 
Findings: A post exercise significant difference in shoulder rotation was found comparing 
exercise groups and the control group. After Bancroft Analysis, a mean difference was 
found significant at the 0.05 level in the controls and significant at the 0.01 level for the 
water aerobics and Body Recall groups. No significant differences were found between 
the exercise groups and the control group in Sit & Reach, shoulder - wrist elevation, 
ankle dorsiflexion, right ankle plantar flexion, left ankle plantar flexion, trunk and neck 
extension, resting heart rate, resting diastolic blood pressure, height, weight, grip 
strength, body fat, Cooper 12 Minute Run - Walk test, and survey. 
In the Body Recall group, significant absolute flexibility improvements were 
found in all areas. Significant pre to post test improvements were also found in left and 
right grip strength, the Cooper 12 Minute Run-Walk test, in the survey overall total 
answers. A significant increase also was found in percent body fat 
In comparing the pre and post exercise for the Water Aerobics group, significant 
absolute flexibility improvements were found in sit and reach, left toe plantar flexion, left 
and right grip strength, trunk and neck extension and shoulder and wrist elevation. 
A significant decrease of right toe plantar flexion was found, along with a significant 
decrease of performance in the Cooper 12 Minute Run - Walk test No change was 
shown in shoulder rotation or ankle plantar flexion. 
vi 
Conclusions: I). In this study, the null hypothesis was accepted in every case except 
one: shoulder rotation. Eight weeks of exercise did not provide a significant measurable 
pre and post improvements when the exercise groups were compared to each other and to 
the control group. 2). All exercisers reported a perceived increase in functional capacity, 
through an increase in pain free movement 3). Eight weeks of exercise did provide 
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Arthritis is a debilitating and sometimes a very painful disease. It inhibits 
movement by limiting range of motion about joints and can lead to depression and 
possibly add to declining health. (Ettinger & Afable, 1994). Hare ups may occur 
regularly or occasionally. Originally, rest and medication were the only forms of 
rehabilitation offered. Now, exercise is being prescribed as a treatment, with the hopes 
oflessening the pain, increasing mobility and joint range of motion as well as 
contributing to a healthy lifestyle. (Bunning & Materson, 1991 ). While many doctors 
recommend exercise for their arthritic patients, only about 2% seek physical therapy. 
(Fisher, Krune, Rouse & Pendeergast,1994). Phyllis Dexter found that only 7% of her 
110 elderly subjects in coinmunity based exercjse programs received optimal exercise 
related care. (Dexter, 1991). Community classes are more prevalent, and are offered 
through YMCA's, churches, colleges and community recreational facilities. They also 
have a tendency to cost less than physical therapy. 
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Community classes seem to be the route many arthritis victims turn to for 
exercise. However, most of the data collected justifying the benefits of exercise has not 
evaluated community programming. (Ytterberg, Mahowald, & Krug, 1994, Meyer & 
Hawley, 1994). Much of the published research utilizes clinical and controlled research, 
not community oriented programming. With medical costs on the increase, and the onset 
of increased Medicare problems, physicians need to be able to make realistic and cost 
effective exercise treatments available to their patients. Under the guidance of properly 
trained individuals, community or recreational exercise programs would seem to provide 
ample opportunity for arthritis sufferers to seek affordable exercise treatment and to 
improve their health. 
The purpose of this study was to examine and compare the effects of a non-
clinical community water based exercise program and a land based exercise program 
(Body Recall) on flexibility and functional capacity in arthritic women ages 18 - 75. 
Back!!l"Ound 
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Arthritis is a disease that affects the joints of the body. Degeneration of the joint, 
bones and the surrounding muscles are some of the physiopathic results of this disease. 
Over 15-37 million adults are currently afllicted with over 127 various forms of arthritis, 
( Ettinger & Afable, 1994; Gordon, 1993) with osteoarthritis being the most common. 
(Ettinger & Afable, I 994). Every year, it is estimated that arthritis costs 6.5 billion 
dollars in lost wages. ( Semble, I 995). Arthritis may start as an annoyance, but it can , 
evolve into an incapacitating disease. ( Gordon, 1993). When it strikes, individuals lose 
functional capacity, flexibility and joint range of motion. This in tum limits movement 
and the ability to perform daily activities. These losses contribute to the degradation of a 
person's health and quality oflife. However, exercise and stretching regimens have been 
found to reverse these effects, allowing suffers to regain lost functional capacities. 
Physicians have recently begun to recommend exercise as a treatment for -
arthritis; however, it has been found that doctors are still very cautious with exercise 
recommendations. This may be due to doctors generally only knowing to recommend 
American College of Sports Medicine guidelines for a general population. (Philberg, 
1994). Many recommendations do not have scientific foundation and are sometimes 
based on confusing clinical research or rely on the experience of the physician. 
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( Ytterberg et al., 1994; Bunning & Materson, 1991 ). Even the "pain after two hours" 
theory, where arthritis sufferers rate pain two hours after exercise to detennine if they 
overused joints, is not a proven measure of effectiveness. ( Bunning & Materson, 1991 ). 
Protocols, designs and procedures of previous research are so varied, that clinical 
significance is hard to detennine. Many studies have too many uncontrolled variables, 
poor samples or built in biases. ( Minor & Stanford, 1993; Ytterberg et al., 1994, 
Bunning & Materson, 1991 ). For example, in many cases, only subjects with controlled 
arthritis w~re used, and the emphasis was placed on the activity of the disease rather than 
functional measures. In addition, drug companies fund much of the research, so that drug 
related therapies are studied more often than are exercise related therapies. (Bunning & 
Materson, 1991). 
Significance 
When arthritis strikes, a person loses functional joint capacity, hindering 
mobility. Even though it is known that specific stretching techniques can enhance 
flexibility, these recommendations are based on active and usually disease free 
populations. While exercise is now thought to be beneficial for arthritis sufferers, there 
are still conflicting views on what should be recommended. 
Walking, water aerobics and low impact exercise are the most commonly 
recommended programs; however, many receive no advice from the medical community. 
Those who wish to exercise are limited by availability and quality of the programs and 
facilities in their communities. The availability of qualified instructors is also a limiting 
factor in the quality of programming a community may offer. General aerobic and group 
leader certifications from organizations such as the American Council of Exercise, 
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American College of Sports Medicine and the Aerobic and Fitness Association of 
America do not ensure the instructor is qualified to teach arthritic clients. While all of 
these certifications require knowledge of how arthritis affects exercise, they do not 
specifically train or address how to instruct a program beyond general recommendations. 
Neither do these certifications require demonstration of modifications or pace or types of 
exercise for people with arthritis. Currently, the YMCA's P.AC.E. program and Body 
Recall are the only programs recognized for their ability to aid senior adults with limited 
flexibility, range of motion, and arthritis. 
The National Arthritis Foundation (NAF) has had exercise experts make 
recommendations and develop possible home programs, but there are no formal 
community based exercise programs developed. (NAF does endorse the YMCA's 
program). Since most people do not receive physical therapy, they turn to community 
based programs. These programs have the potential of aiding the arthritis victim, by 
improving of functional capacity and cardiovascular health, and by providing an 
inexpensive mode of socializing. All of these factors in combination can lead towards 
general health improvement Unfortunately, many community exercise classes have not 
been analyzed as a treatment option. Because most recommendations for arthritis 
exercise have been based on clinically controlled research, there is little information on 
the potential functional benefit of existing programs. Information is needed to help_ 
physicians prescribe effective exercise therapy to arthritis patients. Therefore, it is 
important that studies be conducted with regard to community based programs. 
Hypothesis 
The research hypothesis states the following: Functional capacity, flexibility and 
conditioning will be significantly improved in the subjects of the water exercise group 
and Body Recall group. A sub-hypothesis states that the subjects of the water exercise 
group will be significantly improved over the Body Recall group in functional capacity, 
flexibility and conditioning. 
The null hypothesis states that there will be no significant differences between 
the exercise groups and the controls in functional capacity, flexibility and conditioning. 
Definition of Terms 
Range of Motion - directional limits through which a joint moves. 
Flexibility- the mobilization or freedom for movement to occur about a joint. 
Absolute Flexibility - amount of flexibility a person has in relation to a , 
predetermined set of standards. 
Relative Flexibility - amount of flexibility a person has on a day to day basis. 
Conditioning- exercise performed on a regular basis over a period of time. 
Functional Capacity - the ability to perform necessary tasks of daily living 
Optimal Exercise - the amount of exercise believed necessary to maintain 
functional capacity. 
Body Recall - an exercise system developed by Dorothy Chrisman at Berea 
College. (Chrisman 1994) 
Water Aerobics - exercise in water which strengthens cardiovascular endurance, 




I. Subjects had to be between the ages of 18-75 years. 
2. Subjects must be females. 
3. Distance subjects had to travel to and from campus. 
I 
4. Whether or not the subject had reliable transportation. 
Limitations 
I. Classes were only able to be taught for 8 weeks instead of I 0. 
2. Variations in the Body Recall lesson plans were made according to equipment 
availability; however, this is acceptable and within the programs guidelines. 
3. Pool temperature is warm, (84-92 degrees Fahrenheit, with an average of88 
degrees) but recommended exercise temperature could not be maintained due to , 
the heating system of the pool. 
4. Ankle injuries of two of the water aerobic exercisers. 
5. Since subject numbers were so low, little significance was found. The low 
subject numbers are not surprising, since all the cited research protocols used 
small numbers. 
6. The closure of the pool due to pump failure terminated the study. 
7. The survey is a good way for individuals to self evaluate their limits; however 
interpretations may affect outcomes. Many of the subjects had questions 




8. Power outages interrupted one day. 
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Review Of Literature 
Until the 1980's exercise was not recommended as treatment for arthritis. A 
study conducted by the Vanderbilt School of Medicine indicated that community based 
classes provide an excellent opportunity for arthritis patients to exercise, not only for the 
general benefits but for the relative cost. (Gordon, 1993). Noreau and associates found 
that only 2% of their subjects ever received therapy for their knees. Insurance may 
provide therapy coverage for a limited time, but few policies will compensate for 
continual exercise. (Noreau et al., 1995). Range of motion exercises incmporating 
passive, assisted and active stretching and strength exercises for improvement of joint 
muscular and shock absorbency are recommended. ( Ytterberg et al, 1994). As a result 
oflimited information about arthritis, joint stability and fear of disease activity are some 
of the reasons why exercise has not always been recommended for arthritis patients. 
Many believe that exercise may cause arthritis or that the joint movement may increase 
inflammation of the joint. Even when doctors recommend exercise, they tend to be very 
conservative with their exercise prescriptions. (Gordon, 1993). While the potential of 
harm from exercise exists, Ytterberg and associates believe that the harm is a result of the 
joint moving and not from the exercise itself. (Ytterberg et al, 1994). Exercise has been 
found to have positive effects on pain and other arthritis variables. (Minor & Sanford, 
I 
1993). Even after a six month follow up, Ekblom and associates still found exercisers 
had less occurrences of pain than controls. (Minor & Sanford, 1993). Several studies 
have documented that arthritis sufferers may participate in regular exercise without 
increasing pain or increasing joint inflammation. (Ytterberg et al., 1994; Minor & 
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Sanford, 1993). After reviewing several published studies, Minor and Sanford found no 
indication of joint deterioration in a walking or water fitness program while increasing 
aerobic capacity and flexibility. (Minor, 1994; Minor & Sanford, 1993; Galloway & 
Joki, 1993). With consistent maintenance at certain angles, isometric exercise has been 
found to increase muscle strength in arthritis patients. (Bunning & Materson, 1991). 
Because of the original belief that movement will produce further pain and increase 
arthritis activity, isometric and isotonic exercises are mostly recommended, although no 
study has been done to prove isokinetic movement can cause harm (Ytterberg et al., 
1993). 
Arthritis is a medical condition that affects an estimated 40 million people, many 
of whom never receive an actual diagnosis. (National Arthritis Foundation, 1995; 
Ettinger & Afable, 1994; Gordon, 1993). Three times as many women are diagnosed 
with arthritis than men. (National Arthritis Foundation, 1995). According to the National 
Arthritis Foundation, osteoarthritis is the most common form of this disease, breaking 
down cartilage in joints. Heredity, obesity, injury and repeated overuse are believed to be 
the root causes of this particular form. (National Arthritis Foundation, 1995). It is 
estimated that by age 75, everyone will have at least one joint afflicted with 
osteoarthritis. (AFFA, 1993). Complications from osteoarthritis can include increased 
pain to the hip, knee and or toes, as well as restricted physical activity and inactivity. 
(Minor, 1994). Limitations in thumb and shoulder range of motion is also prevalent 
Muscle atrophy and contracture can add to unevenness of gait and loss of strength. 
( Bunning & Materson, 1991). Treatment includes exercise, medication, heat and cold 
treatments, topical pain relievers, and the aid of walking devices. (National Arthritis 
Foundation, 1995). 
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Rhewnatoid arthritis is another common form of arthritis, afflicting 
approximately 2.5 million Americans. While the cause is unknown, this possible 
immune disorder affects joints, tendons, ligaments and bones. This disease differs from 
person to person. Symmetrical joint inflammation and patterned inflammation are the 
unique identifiers of rheumatoid arthritis. (National Arthritis Foundation 1995). 
Treatments include drug therapy, rest, exercise, surgery, change in diet and possible 
relocation to warmer environments. Victims of rhewnatoid arthritis are generally of poor 
physical condition (Ytterberg et al, 1994; Ekdahl & Broman, 1991) with many of the 
similar pain and mobility problems as osteoarthritis victims. 
Conditions of arthritis limit functional abilities of its victims. While drug therapy 
is the most common treatment for arthritis, physical therapy and exercise are being 
prescribed more frequently. Exercise is known to increase range of motion, flexibility, 
muscle strength, muscle endurance, and cardiovascular fitness. It may also serve as an 
immunomodulator, acting to alter, either augmenting or reducing, the ability of the 
immune system. (Ytterberg et al., 1994; Bunning & Materson, 1991, Fisher & 
Pendergast, 1994). Several sources contend that inactivity leads to an increase in 
hypertension and cardiovascular death. ( Galloway & Joki, 1993; ACSM, 1995; Jordan, 
1991; Sudy, 1991 ). Exercise can decrease obesity, prevent muscle atrophy and 
osteoporosis, and it can preserve function and independence. It can increase endurance, 
self-confidence, decrease depression and provide an outlet for social interaction. 
(Galloway & Joki, 1993, Jordon, 1991; Sudy, 1991, Bishop, 1989). In general, exercise 
and recreational exercise provide an opportunity for participants to increase their quality 
oflife. 
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Exercise may be performed in many modes from passive to dynamic. A well 
rounded exercise program will include a warm up, an aerobic component and a cool 
down. Flexibility and range of motion stretching and strength building exercises should 
be incorporated into the program. (Jordon, 1991; Sudy, 1991; Bishop, 1989). There are 
three types of stretching: passive, assisted and active. Passive or static stretching for 
fifteen minutes every two days for ten days has been found to improve flexibility. 
( Bunning & Materson, 1991 ). Unlike passive stretching, where the stretch is just held 
for a period of time, assisted stretching utilizes the help of specially trained professionals 
such as a physical therapist. Active, dynamic or active range of motion stretching, is 
movement of active muscle contraction through a tolerated range. (Bunning & Materson, 
1991). Passive and active stretching are the forms of range of motion exercises most 
commonly found in recreational exercise classes. 
In addition to range of motion and fleJSibility components, muscular strength 
development and maintenance should also be a consideration in exercise classes. In 
cases of inactivity and lack of use, strength will decrease up to 3-5% a week. (Galloway 
& Joki, 1993;Bunning & Materson, 1991). When a person loses strength, more energy is 
needed to perform even simple daily tasks. Loss of the ability to function on a daily basis 
can result in the loss of independence and require institutionalization. (Galloway & Joki, 
1993). With relative ease and little need for equipment, isometric or passive exercises 
are commonly prescribed, especially in the case of poor joint or severe muscle weakness. 
(Bunning & Materson, 1991 ). Through the use of a resistive force, strength and range of 
motion increases have been observed in a five day per week exercise program in as little 
as four weeks. _(Bunning & Materson, 1991 ). Isometric exercise involves static 
contractions whereas isokinetic movement controls speed. Strength development 
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movements may also be performed dynamically. The particular motion deemed 
appropriate is determined by the portion of the body being exercised and the condition of 
the person and the therapeutic goals. 
Exercise is generally used for therapeutic or recreational purposes. Recreational 
exercise occurs in many forms from running, walking and aerobic classes to chair 
exercises and water aerobics. Recreational or community based exercise is readily 
available and at a relatively low cost land based programming provides many options 
such as walking, running, and exercise classes. Body Recall is an example of one of the 
possible exercise classes. Very little research has been conducted testing the 
effectiveness of Body Recall as a means of improving flexibility. (Pickering, 1991; 
Beagle , 1994). No research has been conducted examining the potential arthritic 
treatment benefits of Body Recall. Originally designed for senior citizens, Body Recall 
has been found to improve range of motion and flexibility using non-impact to low 
impact manner. (Pickering, 1991). Beagle (1994) found high compliance and 
socialization with Body Recall as well. Other land base regimens have found success in 
the improvement of functional capacity of arthritis sufferers. Cline (1989) found that 
after an 8 week passive and active stretching using Arthritis Foundation recommended 
exercises improved range of motion in the knee in her group of39 elderly women. After 
participating in a supervised walking study for eight weeks, 102 subjects with 
osteoarthritis of the knee had a 37% improvement in activity, a 10% increase in 
efficiency and a 26% decrease in pain. (Kovar, 1992). 
Another example of recreational exercise is water aerobics. Bunning and 
Materson (1991) found water exercise to be "very efficacious," with high compliance 
due to the recreational and socialization nature of the program. The buoyancy of the 
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water allows for pain free movement by decreasing the effects of gravity. (Semble, 
1995). Rotary torques are generated in a buoyancy assisted environment. (Galloway & 
Joki, 1993; Bunning & Materson, 1991). As speed of motion increases, then the 
isokinetic, or resistance of the water increases. (Bunning & Materson, 1991). Several 
studies have examined the effectiveness of water aerobics in the treatment of people with 
arthritis. Comparing 87 water exercise participants to 174 clinical patients, Meyer and 
Hawley (1994) found that along with a decrease in pain; both osteoarthritic and 
rheumatoid arthritic subjects had improvements with grip strength, and less morning 
stiffuess and joint swelling. Marian Minor found a significant improvement in physical · 
fitness and functional capacity. (Bunning & Materson, 1991 ). In a pilot study using 47 
patients with osteoarthritis of the hip, Green and colleagues confirmed that only six 
weeks hydrotherapy, used concurrently with a home exercise program, is an effective 
treatment for osteoarthritis, although no significant improvement was measured when 
compared to the subjects in the home exercise only group. (Green, et al 1993). 
The therapeutic effects may be unclear, but exercise is now considered safe. 
(Ytterberg et al., 1994). After an eight year study, Dr. Robert W. Ike at the University of 
Michigan concluded "poor endurance and fitness is just as much a result of inactivity 
than arthritis." Exercise can be performed without hurtingjoints, and functional capacity 
can be improved by participating in aerobic fitness. ( Gordon, 1993). 
Exercise advice for osteoarthritis patients vazy from physician to physician and 
depends on what type of reduced joint motion or function the person has. ( Ytterberg et 
al, 1994). The knee is one of the most commonly affected joints. A positive correlation 
between lack of knee motion and obesity has been noticed in research. (Messier, 1994). 
Decreased isokinetic muscle strength has also been found in lower body arthritis. 
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( Ytterberg et al., 1994). Shon tenn research protocols have found positive benefits with 
exercise. Minor & Sanford utilized an eight week training program with isokinetic 
strengthening. (Minor & Sanford, I 993). Physiological parameters in a supervised 
walking program produced an increased distance in a 12 minute walk test as well as 
decreased incidents of pain. Resistance training improved strength, decreased knee pain 
and improved physical function. The controls actually had a slower perfonnance in the 
post-test than on the pre-test. (Ettinger & Afable, 1994). However, many studies look 
only for individual improvements and not functional improvements. More long tenn 
studies are needed for this type of evaluation. (Galloway & Jokl, 1993; Stenstron, 1994). 
Osteoarthritis patients are not the only ones to have been found to receive 
benefits from exercise. Sufferers ofrheumatoid arthritis patients have also benefited. 
Treatment options initially included only rest and medications. Now, exercise is also 
being considered a treatment option for rheumatoid arthritis. To date, most studies using 
rheumatoid subjects have focused on changes in strength and aerobic conditioning and 
not range of motion. This is probably the result of this group being traditionally in the 
poorest physical fitness, with VO2max 30% lower than non-arthritic counterparts. Minor 
also found rheumatoid arthritis subjects to be more unfit than osteoarthritis subjects. 
Dynamic exercise has been found to increase strength and aerobic capacity more so than 
isometric exercise, while not increasing the frequency of arthritic flare ups or increasing 
inflammation of the arthritic joints. (Noreau et al, 1995; Semble, 1995; Stenstrom, 1994; 
Ytterberg, et al., 1994). Therapeutic dynamic exercise has been found to improve 
functional capacity. In a review examining several studies utilizing different modes of 
exercise, Stenstrom found that exercise decreased pain and improved efficiency. Even a 
four year, once a week water exercise program resulted in an increase in grip strength 
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while decreasing hospital admission. (Stenstrom, 1993). It was reported by Perlman et 
al., rhewnatoid arthritis subjects in a dance based exercise program experienced less 
pain, less joint swelling and depression. (Noreau et al., 1995). Other studies have also 
found decreased swelling with no adverse effects as a result of the exercise. (Noreau et 
al., 1995). Another review of published studies found that subjects on a walking regimen 
had a general decrease in pain while water exercisers had fewer episodes of morning 
stiflhess. (Minor & Sanford, 1993). 
Summary 
An estimated 40 million people have some form of arthritis. Osteoarthritis and 
rhewnatoid arthritis are the most common forms of arthritis. Many treatment options 
are available, and exercise is slowing becoming recognized as an option. Some research 
has been conducted, evaluating the effectiveness of exercise as a treatment for arthritis. 
Most of this research has been in a clinical setting, with differing exercise protocols. 
The effectiveness of community based programming as a treatment options has not often 
been studied. Dance based exercise, water exercise, stretches recommended by the 
National Arthritis Foundation, and weight bearing exercise are all forms of exercise 
which have been examined as effective treatments. Body Recall has only been used in a 
few protocols, with only one study examining the effects of exercise towards improving 
flexibility. It has never been used in an arthritis study. 
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Methodology 
The problem was to determine and compare the effectiveness of two community 
based exercise programs in the treatment of arthritis, land based and water based. Issues 
that needed to be addressed were: 
1. Selection of study participants. 
2. Selection and administration of instrumentation. 
3. Selection of exercise classes. 
4. Selection of exercise leader. 
5. Administration of the pre and post tests. 
6. Administration of the treatment exercise classes. 
7. Data organization, analysis and discussion with conclusion and 
recommendations. 
Population and Sampling 
All subjects were volunteers, who responded to written advertisements and radio 
announcements in Rowan, Menefee, Bath, Carter and Morgan Counties in Kentucky. As 
volunteers, these subjects participated willingly, looked for personal improvement and 
were more likely not to let their pain hinder their involvement Volunteers participated 
in the exercise programs because they wanted to either exercise or look for possible 
improvement in their condition. All subjects had doctors who encouraged them to 
exercise. Volunteers were limited by age (18-75 years), lived in one of the above 
mentioned counties, and had no contagious ailment Subjects had been diagnosed with a 
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fonn of arthritis and were able to exercise three times a week for eight weeks. Subjects 
were allowed to have other health related conditions such as heart disease and diabetes. 
Randomization of exercise participants occurred once pre-testing was complete. Control 
subjects were also volunteers, but did not have the time to commit to exercising. Pre-test 
is concurrent with the exercise subjects and into the beginning of the first week. Since 
this project is aimed to measure the effectiveness of community classes, subjects were 
not disqualified due to absences, but they were told their data would not be usable if they 
missed more than five classes. 
Five subjects were controls. Five subjects participated in land based Body Recall 
type exercises and six participated in water aerobics. Exercise classes met three days a 
week, for eight weeks. Since these classes were taught exactly as community classes, 
subjects were allowed to miss as many days as they needed, but for the sake of making 
conclusions, data were discarded for subjects who missed more than six classes. 
Pre- and Post Testing 
The data were collected in the following order: 
I. Completion of waiver, health history questionnaire, physical referral fonn and 
Stanford Pain Assessment Scale. 
2. Measurement of resting heart rate and blood pressure. 
3. Determination right and left hand grip strength. 
4. Detennination of Body Composition, Height and Weight 
5 Administration of Cooper 12 Minute Run - Walk test 
6. Administration of flexibility tests. 
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The pre- and the post test were each approximately one hour. Most of the testing was 
done in a group format. Subjects did not measure nor record data, with the exception of 
the walk test. Subjects who were not able to attend one of the two scheduled testing 
times were tested individually. 
Paperwork 
Subjects were asked to complete a waiver, a health history questionnaire, to 
obtain a physician's release (exercisers only) and the Stanford Pain Assessment Scale. 
(See Appendix F). If subjects had a questions on the Stanford Pain Assessment Scale, 
they were asked to answer the question according to what they thought it meant. This 
was done so that in the post test, the subjects would interpret the question in the same 
manner. 
Physical Testing 
Physical testing instruments and protocols are selected according to the following 
criteria: 
I. Reliability and validity of tests. 
2. Ease and accuracy of interpretation and scoring. 
3. Availability of norms appropriate to the sample. 
4. Ease of administration both in time and cost. 
5. Availability of testing equipment. 
6. Ability of the subjects to perform tests without discomfort. 
7. Administration by a limited number of individuals. 
Pulse -The pulse was measured through palpation of the wrist for a 15 
second count Subjects were seated for at least 15 minutes to replicate a 
resting state. The fifteen second count was chosen for ease, quickness, and 
familiarity. Many of the subjects as well as the researcher and assistant utilized 
this protocol at the Morehead Clinic Cardiac Rehabilitation Unit. 
Blood pressure - Blood pressure was taken using an anaeroid 
sphygmomanometer, with the cuff placed on the left arm. The left arm was 
held at heart level and subjects were asked to open their hand and let the arm 
relax. Subjects were seated for at least 15 minutes, to replicate a resting state. 
Grip strength - Right and left grip strength was measured using a Smedley 
100 kg hand grip dynamometer. Subjects were told to raise the hand with the 
dynamometer above their head (sagital plane) and then squeeze the handle as 
hard as possible while lowering the arm, to their side. A demonstration was 
given. The best score out of three trials was recorded. Subjects' reliability 
coefficients have been reported ofr= 0.90. (Johnson & Nelson, 1986). 
Height - Height was measured in inches to the nearest quarter inch. Shoeless 
subjects stood with their back against the wall, hands-on hips, inhaling and chin 
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90 degrees to the body. Height was measured from the top of the head to the 
floor in inches. 
Weight - Weight was measured on a calibrated Befour Inc. Digital Scale in 
pounds, to the nearest tenth pound. 
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Bio-electrical impedance - The electrolipograph by Bioanalogic ELG was used 
according to company instructions for electrode placement. (Bioanalogics, 1995) 
While many body composition options were available, this was selected for ease 
of administration and relative little discomfort to the subject. 
Cooper 12 Minute Run-Walk Test- Subjects counted the number oflaps they 
could walk in twelve minutes. This test is performed using the indoor track of 
the Academic Athletic Center at Morehead State University. (8 laps = 1 mile). 
Subjects were told to walk as far as possible in the 12 minutes at a steady pace. 
Subjects were allowed to stop and rest if needed. Reported reliability is 0.94. 
(Johnson & Nelson, 1989). 
Survey - The Stanford Functional Capacity Scorecard was used. Dr. James_ Fries 
developed this questionnaire to be used as a self-evaluation method for people 
with arthritis. Kenneth Cooper, a nationally recognized fitness authority, 
recommends this survey and uses it as part of his programming at the Cooper 
Clinic and Research Institute in Dallas, Texas. (Gordon, 1993). 
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The flexibility tests were selected according to the above mentioned criteria with 
an emphasis on the availability of equipment, reliability, ease of testing, comfort of 
subjects and specifics of what was being measured. The specific joints measured were 
those joints that affect ambulation. In all cases, the best score of three trials was recorded. 
This was the result of all tests being based on the best score of three trials. 
AAHPERD Sit and Reach Test - This test was used to measure flexibility of the 
low back and posterior thighs. The Sport Trim Sit & Reach Box was used. 
Subjects sat on the floor with legs in. front, bending from the waist while 
extending the arms straight ahead. Middle fingers of both hands, one hand on top 
of the other, legs were extended straight to the box, and the knees were straight. 
Subjects moved their fingers slowly forward as far as possible or until their knees 
began to bend. Pre-bend hand position and post-bend hand position were 
measured. Reliability ranges from 0.84 - 0.98. Validity is accepted at face value. 
(Johnson & Nelson, 1989; Orloff, 1988; Bood, 1990). 
Shoulder- Wrist Elevation Test - This test was used to evaluate shoulder and 
wrist flexibility. A yard stick and ruler were the equipment needed. Subjects 
laid face down on a mat with arms stretched in front of the head. Subjects held a 
ruler in their hands and lifted it up as high as possible, while keeping arms 
straight, the chin face still down on the mat. Subjects were to hold their legs 
straight with no arch in their back. Distance between the ruler and the mat was 
measured with the yard stick. The ruler was held flat and perpendicular to the 
yardstick. Reliability is reported to be 0.93, objectivity is 0.99 and validity is 
accepted at face value. (Johnson & Nelson, 1989; Orloff, 1988). 
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Trunk and Neck Extension Test - This test measured the ability to extend the 
neck and trunk. A ruler and yard stick were used. Subjects were positioned face-
down with arms at the side, with palms up (supination). Keeping the neck in 
alignment with the spine, the subjects raised their torso. Distance between the 
nose and the mat was measured with the yard stick. The ruler was held at a level 
perpendicular to the yardstick as a guide. Reliability is reported at 0.90. 
Objectivity is reported at .99. Validity is accepted at face value. Three trials 
were performed with the best value recorded. (Johnson & Nelson, 1989; Orloff, 
1988). 
Shoulder Rotation Test - The object of this test was to measure rotation of the 
shoulder using as narrow of a grip as possible on the measuring tape. In inches, 
the shoulder span of subjects was determined and then subtracted from the length 
of measuring tape needed to rotate straight arms from front to behind the body. 
In a standing position, the measuring tape was gripped with both hands in front of 
the body. The arms were then rotated overhead and then behind the body. 
During the rotation, while gripping the tape lightly and maintaining as narrow a 
grip possible, the right hand was slid down .the tape to allow the slack necessary 
for the arms to complete the rotation. Reliability is reported at 0.99. Objectivity 
is reported at 0.99 and validity is accepted at face value. (Johnson & Nelson, 
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1989; Orloff, 1988). 
Ankle Extension (Plantar Flexion) Test-This test measured plantar flexion of the 
ankle. A yard stick and ruler were used. Each foot was measured individually. 
Sitting on a mat with legs straight out in front of the body, one foot was flexed 
with toes toward ceiling. The distance between the distal (further point) end of 
the calf and the mat was measured. Then the ankle was extended to measure the 
distance of the plantar flexed toes to the floor. The lower shin bone line 
measurement was subtracted from the upper foot line. A reliability of .88 is 
(Johnson & Nelson, 1989). 
Ankle Fiexion (Dorsiflexion) Test - This test measured the ankle flexion and 
stretch the gastrocnemius. As directed by the instructions, a yard stick and ruler 
were used. With chest and chin remaining in contact at all times with the wall, 
subjects were instructed to scoot feet away from wall as far as possible without 
moving the chin or chest. The hands were allowed to extend against the wall, 
but the body and knees were to be kept straight. The distance between the wall 
and the toes were then measured. Reliability is 0.88 . Objectivity is .99 and 
validity is accepted at face value. (Johnson & Nelson, 1989). 
land Based Exercises 
The land based exercises were taught according to Body Recall protocol. 
(Chrisman, 1994). Variations in the Body Recall lesson plans were made according to 
equipment availability; however, this is acceptable and within the program's guidelines. 
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All contraindicated exercises were modified according to ACSM, AFF A, and ACE 
guidelines. Appendix A gives the exercise plans, exercise description and modifications 
may be found in Appendices B and C. 
Water Aerobics 
Water aerobic classes took place in the McClure Pool at Morehead State 
University. Routines were a combination of exercises found in the HydroRobics, United 
States Water Fitness Association and Fantastic Water Workouts. The class consisted of 
IO minutes of warm up and stretching, 30 minutes of aerobic activity, six minutes of 
upper body strengthening, IO minutes ofleg flexibility and general stretching. Since a 
few subjects had never been in a pool, the first day consisted of water introduction. The 
aerobic segments lasted 20 minutes, 25 minutes, and 30 minutes for weeks I, 2 and 3, 
respectively. Seven toning movements, focusing on the upper body, were introduced 
the second week and continued throughout the remainder of the classes. Swim floats 
were utilized as resistance objects. Exercises recommended by the National Arthritis 
Foundation were integrated into the aerobic segment. The pool temperature was 84-92 
degrees Fahrenheit (with an average of88). Appendix D shows the class exercise log, 
and specific water aerobic exercises may be found in Appendix E. 
Data Analysis 
It was assumed that the measurements for each "intact" group could be 
individually treated, tested and analyzed through inferential statistics. No significant 
difference was the null hypothesis used in every situation. Using the statistical computer 
program, Statistics with Finesse, Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA) was performed. 
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This test was selected to account for initial and uncontrollable differences in the group. 
ANCOV A can also be used with groups having fewer than ten subjects. Multiple 
comparisons to detect significant difference between individual groups were performed 
with the Brancroft test A paired two-sample t-test was used to determine significance 
between pre and post scores in the two exercise groups. An alpha level of0.05 was 
selected for all tests. 
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Results 
A total of 16 women were the subjects for this study. The mean age was 51.00 
(50.56) years. Women who could commit to the exercise were randomly placed into two 
groups. The Body Recall group (N = 5) had a mean age of 45 years. The water aerobics 
group (N=6) had a mean age of59.5 years. The remaining five became the control group. 
The controls (N=5) had a mean age of53 years. No subjects were disqualified as a result 
of absences because if these classes were taught as community classes, there would be no 
attendance policies. Exercisers attended when possible. One water aerobic subject had 
to drop out of the study due to an allergy aggravated by the chlorine. Only one subject 
missed more than three classes. Ope control was unable to attend the post test 
measurements due to travel conflicts. 
Multi Group Comparison 
A post exercise significant difference (p ::: 0.025 I) in shoulder rotation was 
found comparing exercise groups and the control group. (see Table I). After Bancroft 
Analysis a means difference of 4. 739 was significant at the 0.05 level in the controls and 
a means difference of 13.773 and 9.033 respectively, were significant at the 0.01 level for 
the water aerobics and Body Recall groups. No significant differences were found 
between the exercise groups and the control group in sit & reach (p::: 0.3967), shoulder -
wrist elevation (p ::: 0. 0937); ankle dorsiflexion (p ::: 0.8321 ); right ankle plantar flexion 
(p::: 0.7940); left ankle plantar flexion (p::: 0.794) and trunk and neck extension (p::: 
0.7466), resting heart rate (p::: 0.6223), resting diastolic blood pressure (p::: 0.4063), 
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height (p ~ 0.8488) weight (p ~ 0.2606), grip strength ( rt. hand p ~ 0.3889: It. hand p ~ 
0 .. 2162), body fat ( p ~ 0.3073): Cooper 12 Minute Run - Walk test (p ~ 0.3540), and 
survey ( p ~ 0.6143). 
Area Measured Between Graue Within Group F-Ratio Probabilit\" 
Resting Hean Rate 182.96 1838.31 0.-1976 0.6223 
Diastolic BP 86.00 435.72 0.9869 0..1063 
Wei•ht 42.596 138.053 1.5427 0.2606 
Heicltt 0.260 7.800 0.1667 0.8488 
Rt. Hand Grip 196.35 944.47 1.0395 0.3889 
Lf. Hand Grip 275.83 769.61 1.7920 0.2162 
coo-r 12 min 16.5684 24.3732 3.3989 0.0748 
%Bod..- Fat 16.321 47.574 1.3723 0.3073 
Total Answers 6.31 61.62 0.5119 0.6143 
Sit & Reach 38.19 188.04 1.0155 0.3967 
Trunk& Neck 5..1209 71.5858 0.3786 0.6942 
Ext. 
Shoulder Rotation 423.334 388.377 5.4500 0.0251 • 
Shoulder & Wrist 56.2412 92.8632 3.0282 0.0937 
Ankle 4.217 85.238 0.2474 0.7855 
Dorsiflcxion 
Rl. Toe Plant. Flex 0.8545 23. 7632 0.1798 0.8381 
Lt. Toe Plant. Flex l.lll 18.-1622 0.3009 0.7466 
•Significant at the 0.05 level. 
Brancrofi test found p > 0.0251 significant with Control. Water Aerobics and Body Recall. 
Control: Difference of Means 4.739 is significant at p :=:: 0.05. 
Water Aerobics: Difference of Means 13.773 is significant at P..2:: 0.001. 
Body ReCall: Difference of Means 9.033 is significant at P..2:: 0.001. 
Analysis of Covariance of Pre- and Post Tests Between Control, Water Exercise and 
Body Recall Groups. 
Table I 
Individual Group Comparison 
In the Body Recall group (see Table 2), significant absolute flexibility 
improvements (p :::0.5) were found in all areas. In the sit & reach test, subjects initially 
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scored a mean of26 inches and improved to 28.4 at the time of the post test. This 
yielded at 1 value of0.276 at 4 degrees of freedom, significant at the 0.05 level. In the 
area of shoulder rotation, the initial mean of the pretest was 24.9 inches. This improved 
to 38 inches at the time of the post test. At four degrees freedom, a 1 value of0.009 was 
found to be significant at the 0.05 level. The ankle dorsiflexion test produced an initial 
mean of 18.1 inches. Post test values found an improvement to 27 .5 inches. At four 
degrees of freedom, a 1 value of 0.313 was found to be significant at the 0.05 level. Left 
toe plantar flexion had an initial mean of-3.6 inches. This improved to a post test mean 
of-1.4 inches. At four degrees of freedom, a 1 value of0.008 was found to be significant 
at the 0.05 level. An improvement was also measured with the right toe. A pretest mean 
of-3.75 inches improved to a post test mean of-0.8 inches. At four degrees of freedom, 
a 1 value of0.003 was found to be significant at the 0.05 level. Grip strength in the right 
hand improved from a pretest mean of 19 kg to.a post test mean of 32.4 kg. At four 
degrees of freedom, a 1 value of00.050 was found to be significant at the 0.05 level. 
Left grip strength also improved from a pretest mean of 19.6 kg to a post test mean of 
40.8 kg. A 1 value of 0.096, with four degrees of freedom, was found to be significant at 
the 0.05 level. Trunk and neck extension improved from a pretest mean of9.75 inches 
to a post test mean of 11.08 inches. At four degrees of freedom, a 1 value of 0.001 was 
found to be significant at the 0.05 level. Shoulder and wrist elevation also improved. 
The pre test mean was measured at 6. 7 inches. The post test mean was measured at 
13.7. At four degrees of freedom, a 1 value of0.013 was found to be significant. An 
improvement of a mean of 5.65 laps to 5. 7 laps was measured with the Cooper 12 
Minute Run - Walk test. At four degrees of freedom, at value of0.5 was found to be 
significant at the 0.05 level. At the 0.05 levels, improvements were measured in the 
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overall total answers (p:: 0.04). 
A significant increase was found with the percent body fat. The post test 
measured a mean of29.7 percent, up from 28.5 percent. With four degrees of freedom, 
at value of0.196 was significant at the 0.05 level. 
Pre Test Post Test 
Low Hioh Mean SD Low Hioh Mean SD 
Sit and Reach 13 52 26 15.30 18 40 28.4 8.44 
Shoulder 17.5 37.5 24.9 8.41 29.5 41.5 38 4.87 
Ankle II 25.5 18.1 5.55 16 27.5 18.9 4.86 
Left Toe -4.5 ·2.5 -3.6 0.84 .3 0 -1.4 1.39 
Right Toe -4.25 -2.25 -3.75 0.87 -2.5 0.5 --0.8 1.35 
Right Grip 9 26 19 7.11 13 48 32.4 13.74 
Left Grip 7 25 19.6 7.80 20 46 40.8 10.78 
Trunk 3 13 9.75 4.10 10 19 14.8 3.33 
Shoulder & 2.5 16.5 6.7 5.80 8.5 17.5 13.7 3.36 
Wrist 
%Fat 19.9 34.5 28.5 5.58 20.9 38.1 29.7 6.83 
!2 min Walle 4.5 7.5 5.65 1.14 5 6 5.65 0.42 
• significant at p ~ 0.05 •• significant at p~ 0.01 







-3.959 0.008 .. 
-5.256 0.003 .. 
-2.13 o.o5o• 
•l.563 0.096 




In the Water Aerobics group, (see Table 3), in comparison to pre- and post 
exercise, significant absolute flexibility improvements were found in sit & reach, left toe 
plantar flexion, left and right grip strength, trunk and neck extension and shoulder and 
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wrist elevation . In the sit & reach test, subjects initially scored a mean of27.4 inches 
and improved to 31.6 at the time of the post test. This yielded at! value of 0.102 at five 
degrees of freedom, significant at the 0.05 level. Left toe plantar flexion had an initial 
mean of -0.55 inches. This improved to a post test mean of 1.11 inches. At five degrees 
of freedom, a! value of0.269 was found to be significant at the 0.05 level. Grip strength 
in the right hand improved from a pretest mean of26.8 kg to a post test mean of29 kg. 
At five degrees of freedom, a! value of0.283 was found to be significant at the 0.05 
level. Trunk and neck extension improved from a pretest mean of7.15 inches to a post 
test mean of 12.5 inches. At five degrees of freedom, a! value of0.009 was found to be 
significant at the 0.05 level. Shoulder and wrist elevation also improved. The pre test 
mean was measured at 5.1 inches. The post test mean was measured at 8.3 inches. At 
five degrees of freedom, a! value of0.0443 was found to be significant. 
A significant loss of right toe plantar flexion was measured. The post test 
measured a mean of -1.8 inches, which was down from the pre test mean of 0.25 inches. 
With five degrees of freedom, a! value of0.165 was significant at the 0.05 level. A 
significant improvement in pre and post test left hand grip strength was found. A pretest 
mean of27.8 kg was significantly better than the post test mean of25.8 kg. At five 
degrees of freedom, a! value of 0.247 was found to be significant at the 0.05 level. A 
significant decrease of performance was found with the Cooper 12 Minute Run - W.alk 
test. A_pretest mean of 4.4 laps was better than the post test mean of2.6 laps. At five 
degrees of freedom, a! value of 0.078 was found to be significant at the 0.05 level. 
No improvements or significant decreases were measured in shoulder rotation or 
ankle plantar flexion. Shoulder rotation had an initial mean of33 inches and a final 
mean of33.6 inches. A! value of0.426 at five degrees of freedom was not significant 
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at the 0.05 level. Ankle plantar flexion had a pretest mean of I 8.4 inches and a post test 
mean of 18. I inches. A! value of0.432 was not found significant at the 0.05 level with 
five de!,JJ"ees of freedom. 
Pre Test Post Test 
Low Hi•h Mean SD Low Him Mean SD 
Sit and Reach 17 32 27.4 6.27 29 36 31.6 2.61 
Shoulder 29 37.S 33 4.50 17 4.5 33.6 9.73 
Ankle 13 28 18.4 S.94 12.S 23.S IS.I 4.20 
Left Toe -1.7S I -0.SS 3.7S -2.S -0.2S -l.85 1.05 
Right Toe -3 4.7S 0.2S 3.14 -I 0.5 -1.8 1.7S 
Right Grip 13 38 26.8 10.42 13 36 29 9.-13 
Left Grip 12 36 27.8 11.14 IO 38 25.8 11.19 
Trunk 2 13 7.15 4.15 4.S 22 12.S 6.70 
Shoulder & 3 6.5 5.1 1.56 1.5 II 8.3 4.07 
Wrist 
'Vo Fat 31.7 42.8 38.0 5.69 29.0 41.2 36.5 4.84 
!2 min Walle 3 5.5 4.4 0.96 0 5 2.6 2.07 
• significant at p 2: 0.05 •• significant and p 2: 0.001 
, 
A Paired Two Sample for Mean I-Test for Water Aerobics 
Table 3 
I-Test 











I. 74-1 tl.078 
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Discussion 
The exercise groups had significant improvements (p?: 0.01) in shoulder rotation 
when compared to the control. Ambient testing conditions, flair ups, joint conditions and 
sleeping positions may account for the significant (0?: 0.05) improvement in shoulder 
rotation in the control group. Neither exercise modality was shown to be more effective 
than the other. Post test walking improvements were significant in Body Recall, but not 
water exercise. This was more than likely due to the two water exercisers who injured 
their ankles during the eight weeks and could not post test rather than cardiovascular 
improvements. Body Recall exercisers did have more individual pre- and post test 
improvements, although not significant Specificity of exercise and arthritic flair ups 
could account for this difference. In both groups, significant decreases could possibly be 
accounted for by arthritic flair ups or the test conditions. Even thought testing conditions 
were controlled for as much as possible, improper hydration or eating within four hours 
of the test produced false measurements with the bio-electrical impedance. Subjects 
would often forget about eating restrictions and water needs on test dates. Future 
research needs to be conducted, evaluating functional improvement rather than absolute 
improvement. 
Conclusion 
I. In this study, the null hypothesis was accepted in every case except one: shoulder 
rotation. Eight weeks of exercise did not provide a significant measurable pre-and 
post improvements when the exercise groups were compared to the control 
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group. Eight weeks of exercise did provide some pre- and post improvements in 
the individual exercise groups. 
2. All exercisers reported a perceived increase in functional capacity, through an 
increase in pain free movement 
3. Both forms of exercise showed significant improvements within their groups. 
Recommendations 
I. More long term studies are needed to better evaluate perceived functional 
improvements. The subjects perceived they were better. While many significant 
differences were not found, one important finding needs to be reported. Upon 
verbal communication, all exercisers believed they had regained better 
movement in body joints. Many noticed the improvements in only two weeks. 
This has a two fold meaning: 1) many Q.f their limitations are psychological and 
this provided a way to overcome them or 2) the amount of joint rotation needed 
for measuring significant improvements in flexibility is much more than an 
arthritis sufferers needs in order to notice improvements. 
2. Norms and better measuring devices may need to be developed to better address 
the needs of people with arthritis. It is possible that the relative flexibility gains 
may improve functional capacity before any significant flexibility improvements, 
as measured with absolute national norms. Exercise subjects verbally explained 
that they could perform tasks better, walk better, use their shoulders better, have 
less pain at night, and generally feel better. However, with the exception of 
shoulder rotation, data did not support these claims since no significant 
differences were found when compared to the controls. Even with some 
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significant improvements among the individual groups, many areas of perceived 
improvement were not significant Water aerobics subjects only had two 
significant improved areas (but not significant when compared to the Body 
Recall subjects or the controls), but the subjects claimed improvements in the 
areas not found significant. 
3. The development of instruments dealing with pain and pain assessment to 
appropriately measure these areas would be useful in future research. Pain is not 
an appropriate guideline for not participating in exercise. Pain ratings also 
appeared to be inappropriate. While pain was not specifically measured, 
subjects were questioned as to whether or not they had pain hours after class or 
before class. If subjects answered they had pain before class, they were reminded 
that it is recommended they not exercise. All subjects stated that the exercise 
made their pain go away. Many also stated that they are constantly in pain and 
that exercise decreased it. Subjects also stated that they thought the exercise 
helped them sleep more comfortably at night. They did not have pain and could 
rest. These conversations are similar to what Ralizadeh found in her research. 
(Ralizadeh, 1994). 
4. A better self-assessment instrument needs to be developed. Many subjects did 
not perform some of the activities on the survey or interpreted the questions to 
mean different things. Many subjects stated that this survey did not address their 
arthritis limitations. 
5. Long-term research is needed. The findings of this study pose many questions to 
be answered in future research. The lack of significance may have been a result 
of the time of the class. Since, Body Recall was a very slow paced movement 
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program, and many of the water exercisers were slow, more time may be needed 
to evaluate successfulness. Sixteen weeks of exercise might have garnered better 
outcomes. 
6. Another area that could also be investigated would be the effect of the exercise 
on arthritis over time, specifically addressing how long after the class do subjects 
still see improvements in their functional flexibility or how long until they have 
reverted to their prior limitations. 
7. Community classes need to be studied more. Despite the results, community 
classes remain a valuable treatment tool. While the results were not conclusive, 
the community classes were effective, since the subjects believed they improved. 
Based on verbal communication, it seems it is slight improvements that make a 
difference in the ability to do things. Community classes are inexpensive and are 
usually offered year round. If some statistical power were sacrificed and classes 
already in existence were used, more subjects might be available. The 
inexpensiveness of the classes makes it possible for those on a fixed income to 
participate. Another advantage to these types of classes is the ability to exercise 
when injured. Two of the water aerobic subjects suffered from ligament damage 
in their feet and ankles. While it made walking on land difficult, not one subject 
was hindered in the water. Even the Body Recall subjects with foot problems 
could continue since the sequences were non-jarring and usually perfonned in a 
chair or standing in place. 
8. Properly trained instructors are needed to insure adequate exercise selection and 
exercise safety. Because arthritis is such a hindering disease, an instructor needs 
to know how to safely modify motions. This is the case in both Body Recall and 
Water Aerobics. In many areas, community classes are not taught by properly 
trained instructors. A certification does not always ensure proper training. 
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9. Qualifications of instructors teaching community programs is an issue needing to 
be addressed. While many of the exercise concerns are the same, many 
instructors bring their land routine to the water, failing to account for the 
buoyancy and the resistance provided by the water. While participants may have 
fun, they will not be receiving the range of motion or cardiovascular benefits a 
water exercise program can produce if an instructor is not properly trained in 
water exercise. The qualifications of Body Recall instructors also needs to be 
addressed. While "certified" instructors attended a week long certification 
process, many aspects of the exercises have not been modified to what are 
nationally recognized and legally recognized standards. In addition, many of the 
instructors do not have training in exercise modification and safety, and may not 
be able to provide adequate or safe alternative to participants. The instructors 
also need to know how to safely alter the program to keep the interest of their 
subjects and still provide functional benefits. In the case of Body Recall, many of 
the subjects found the brisk walking to music boring and preferred to briskly 
walk around the indoor track. 
Problems faced in this study are also problems that affect community 
programs, which can affect individual results. Class scheduling, location, weather and 
equipment problems are just some of the concerns that may deter participants from 
exercising. Even so, socialization and self - perception are key components which aid in 
the success of community classes. A simple class offered through the YMCA or other 
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community organization can help people overcome the asswnption that as a result of 
arthritis they have to be limited in what they do. The slight improvements that 
participants may notice seem to be enough to decrease pain, increase functional capacity 
and make the condition of arthritis a little more bearable. 
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LESSON PLAN FOR BODY RECALL 
WEEKI 
Lead exercise LESSON I, pages 147 - 148 in text 
Review the exercises by having the class "Follow the Leader" 
(instructor is leader) 
Began learning "Sitting Dream" 
Began soft ball exercises 
Neck exercises 
Assigned reading in textbook: 
Preface, Introduction, Mythology of Aging 
Exercises for LESSON I 
Continued "Sitting Dream" 
"Follow the Leader" 
Discuss exercise - How does it look? What does it do? Who 
Why do people exercise? 
Talk about assigned reading assignment 
End session resting in chair 
Assigned reading in texts: Mythology of Exercise 
46 
4/18/96 LESSON I 
"Follow the Leader" - added music 
"Sitting Dream" - added music 
Discuss exercise concepts in the reading 
Define Body Recall 
Lead Exercise Lesson 3, pages 152 - 154 
Practice correct standing and walking techniques 
Discussed why Exercise is important 






Brisk walking with music, checking posture 
"Follow the Leader" - with music 
Soft ball activity from teaching manual 
Soft ball sequence - with music 
Chair resting with music 
Assigned reading : Ball sequence 
Brisk walking to music 
"Follow the Leader" - with music 
"Sining Dream" - with music 
Stair climbing and descending 
Assigned reading: Body Mechanics 





Walked one lap around the AAC 
Sit up sticks 
Learned alternate safe abdominal crunches 




Practiced stair climbing and descending 
Assigned reading: Foot Care, Back Pain 
Sit up sticks available (From here on out, the sticks were 
available before every class, but no one ever used, even with 
reminders that they were there) 
Posture check and pelvic tilt against the wall 
Discuss back ache 
Talk about proper weight transfer while walking 
Exercises session (87, 91, 134, 135 136 138 181, 199) 
Sitting position E exercises ( 40, 71, 82) 






Assigned reading: Variations of Walking, Pelvis Tilt and 
Exercise 205 
Sit up stick available 
Locomotion with knee lifts and two - step pattern 
Exercise session (include abdominal breathing, exercise 205) 
Jump rope activity 
"Soft ball" with music 
"Follow the leader" with music 
Exercises suggested for fall preparation 





Sit up stick available 
Walk 2 laps in the AAC 
1-3 of jump rope activity 
Foam ball kicking at random 
Pass balls with hand and feet 
Elastic rope sequence- begin learning 
First four exercises of"Sitting Wand" 
Falling and getting up activity 
LESSON 1 
End work on the floor with a recovery style(getting up) 
Neck circling, relaxation in chair 
Assigned reading: Floor sitting and Floor lying positions 
Falls and recoveries from the floor 
Sit up sticks available 
Walk 2 laps in the AAC 
Exercise Session - Day 3 
Elastic rope sequence - add music 
51 
5/10/96 
Practice previous learned "Sitting Wand" steps 
Learn 1 - 6 for Dream 
Floor exercise, ending with relaxation on the floor 
Sit up sticks available 
Walk 2 laps in the AAC, using knee-lifts and two step pattern 
Review concepts of aging 
Exercise lesson on page 164 - 165 (week 4, lesson 3) 
"Sitting wand" add step 5 - 8 and then all with music 
Elastic rope sequence with music 





no electricity, no sit up sticks, no music 
Walked 2 laps in the AAC 
Warm up and Soft Ball sequence 
Standing exercises, including aerobic exercises 
Sitting exercises, including # 78, and # 72 
Elastic rope sequence 
Neck circling 
Chair relaxation 
Sitting Wand, add 9 -1 O; repeat 1 - 10 with music 
Week 4, Lesson 3 
Sitting Dream sequence, steps 6 - 12 omitting 10 
Begin Standing Wand 
Begin Standing Dream 1-7 
Sitting Exercises 
Elastic rope sequence with music 
assigned questionnaire with answers to be turned in 
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5/17/96 Sit up sticks available 
Foam ball kicking at random 
Briskly walking 2 laps of AAC 
"Follow the Leader" 
Elastic rope sequence 
Entire sitting wand sequence, added music 






Walk 2 laps of the AAC 
Discuss questionnaire results 
Week 6 Lesson 1 
Dream sequence recovery from floor 
Aerobic sequence with music -Joy 
Neck circling with relaxation 
Standing wann ups for Aerobic sequence 
Aerobic sequence with music 
Elastic rope sequence 
Exercises - sitting in position C,D,E,F 
(40- 51, 53-56, 61, 71, 72, 77- 85) 
Spine flexibility 
Standing Dream with music 
Floor exercises and relaxation 
Assigned reading: Index 
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5/24/96 Brisk walking to music 
Foam ball passing in circles 
Aerobic sequence 
Sitting Dream 
Week 6 Lesson I 






Foot Care Day-explained importance of proper foot care 
Hedy spoke about reflexology and massage of feet 
Review walking styles 
Foot exercises 
Marble activity 
Assigned reading: Foot care, Falls and Recovery 
Brisk walking with music - posture check 
sitting exercises 
Dream sequence with music 
Work on falls and recoveries 
Elastic rope sequence with music 
Walk 4 laps around AAC 
Sitting, standing and floor exercises 
(88-96, 98-101, 104-106, 111-123, 133-136) 
Aerobic sequence - Joy 






Assign reading: coordination 
WEEKS 
Walk 4 laps around AAC 
Wand exercises with music 
Elastic rope sequence with music 
Week 6 Lesson I 
Sitting part of TV tingle 
Assigned reading: Release of Tension, Flexibility of the back 
Jump rope activity 
Balloon activity 
"Follow the Leader" - with music 
Sitting Dream - with music 
TV tingle 
Floor rest with music 
Discuss reading assignment 
Walk 3 laps in AAC 
Standing exercises 
Aerobic sequence with music 
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Floor exercises with Dream sequence recovery 
Dream sequence with music 
TV tingle 
Elastic rope sequence with music 
Chair relaxation with music. 
59 
APPENDIX B 
All exercise descriptions and pictures: 
Chrisman, D.C. (1994). Body recall: A program of physical fitness for the adult. 
Lafayette, IN: Lafayette Printing Company, Inc. 
BODY RECALL EXERCISES WHICH WERE MODIFIED 
73 Modification: Did not tum head back 
Head cirding-------------------
~ 
Swt: SJUUl& poslllCll B wilh MM cupped e, ... r ...... 
T..ull• nlu 1tw boJ, 1t1 • ccffllonel,. Main 
f'Oll11n. I.ft IN' ht.ad ti.an, ronnrd ,nn1 
M'lallldtn nlauJ. Stp,uat• the ltP rtor 11.tn111,· 
tun1'-i-.m1...,uppn-bac:lo..andd-1htrm 
Fnl 1oul nw,._ Of lfflllml 1JucNahou1 1N bc,qt, 
Fnl You, nalr. rioft;&alld u II hep ,o,...·ua 
lwLI• rhmWldnot 1ilr11a.and 1,1w. !t!o,-.,,,.. 
ttahtHfD'rfflDlt.riahllhouldn~ ~ 
liowl• .and lfflDO!lll,. Stop and n,cl .iowl,· bKi. 
.and fonh .,,,... .....,, r,laa 1!1.1 .....,. tWII .aNi 
_,,..,_ n.u. a 10 pn,d,xe ''"and~-• 
"'°""""'' "'rt. nn:L Rflllffl 10 '°""'ud fwlsu,, 
ot ht1d. Repru. 
M,n,., lhlf '"' ,,, a ...... ID ... ,,,,, 1houldtr m ,..., 
NIM TNllll'lff. twin. Allow lhf hHd la mo,.-., 
lrvm udt lo .. "'Y i,lowl!' Md wuh rors,pln, 
..Uu1-. "'1Jw llld.aadMOllklm. T•b Ion err 
IIIN' •nd 1h111i,. .about rrit-,: tffllllll'I '" 1hr 
uppn b•lr.. INIU!dff and ftlld. ,1nas. The ""' 
IIIN n,g 6MI lfw hHd cudula nmm. 1110\"UIIJ 
lrvm U 10 t.idt ~ b.t t°""·ud. n • Eood 
~-- ~ "" ._ -h ~rwb UI 
£11owuo11N'1oul ~ cf 1t. tw.10 bl' un.d 
,-Iona t,,, 1hf fltd. flnnh &, lffllftl 11'# N'.Id Nn, 
loowfT t0n1,ud. Fwl It. Wftlfl\ liffp do.'ff 
--~lhcaddrrbl.dn.COlril.--nmia, 
_,, c.ab wn. Yau U1111101 fV.n 1h11 Pf'IIIC"II. inn 
u n-.ll-h1M1-ud1ivvb•111al.n: 
fhll t'•flftll' tnduon a ' r fffClt. Ccmr111u.a1'°" 
10 oncrm. ,1 hill ~ -h 1M hud lhouid 
procftd tfl rlw u""' Mow and -h TNlnMI' _ , 
an:i. ,i • 111N. Wlwft ardffll around ,n 1he b«i 
br nn&III llw thouldnw .a,- 1lun,pwd forwuci. 
rt&c1 ~ n"ff lhl kMII .and ,-I.a• !he .&fflll 
t01•Uw Ad,uM b«L. htpt, •nd lt'lll 10 ... ,n u•blln,· 
• ..II •1ffl&a.11on•lult-•a1.i:.1111hlch.111. 
95 Modification: Made sure back did not arch 
Saan: Sl&lldcna pmit-. A. 
With -..ght en tJw Wt foot. Uh the nsl,I 11s 
ttH1i),1 bK& uluast ...U JCI Md fffllffl to 
1t11rm1 p;,a,-. Cit lam lifll wuti lht "IN 111 
bin- ch&nsma 10 lilt IN Im -, fow lllllll. 
lllp,11 on bolh • ICffP the uppff body nwa 
Md Mud-,. 
Straight leg lift backward 
Alh 
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99 Modification Did not let knees move beyond toe 
106 
AUemate Jeg straightemng rrom half-knee bend 
Sr.an· Swidtn11 po1111on A. a.net bath WI' 10 half ,_ 
S1r,1q:h1m ni:hl Lnn. pr1'111n1 1M ~ IIUO ll'lt 
nchl h,p IOlfll. Rnurn 10 h1J/ 0 L""' poa,.uon. 
511.aQ<h1lffl ldl 1-,: UI lht .,.,,_ m.lMtt'. Kttp lht 
11~ budv t;icu,i:: tonnrd 1h,011di1N1. n,. h1p1 
... ,n tJ,d1 pol,IIUII\ ,II lht- b.aw ol , .. I~. Ke,,p 
tlw IIPJ'ff bo.Jv 1,11al,J., Tlus II ,I roc,dinau .. 1 
nll'mSol' ,11 -i1.a1 t.rrni:: bfflft~ for ltp ud hip 
1!.ub,"',-~ 11rm;u1. C,nuu 10 t1t11r. 1Ur.1111.,, 
dw h,a[f.1,.,- po111=n, I: n,b1 Ulft 01wp!I !; 
bath Lft'l"l"I bffl1. J, ifll Lnff Mlata/11, ~, botJ, 
"""" bffll R~11 lour ,..,,.,._ 
Modification: Did not arch back 
Swt: SWldin5 pc,suionC, lat Ii.dam CNrr back. 
Wegtu:onlRfllfg. 
Swtn!I' nlfhl leg !mwud and badi. UQa pm-
dldum. KftJ' leg llnl.gltt en b&ci:WUd Pftng. 
Count to ag:AL 1: fmward nnng. 2: blck, l: 
lmw.arcL 4: md. nc. Tum bady III Dppa1aa 
ClffCUDn And m.&S wnh 0Ula' Ifs. tfQld Ille 
upper bod'." lftCt and u ltady U paaibl-. 
V.a~uon: Swin1ffill.ght ann 1-.rd and back 
with the ,wuigui.g 2g:_ Swing arm m oppmicon 
to lbe leg IWl.ng. 
The twtngu,g lnOl'ffllml CQNninuz, CD ieu 
fnccan. and ffiuM DI ffflSIOn III tilt lllp and 








Tum ron ourwanl. bend both knNs IO..., 
UI I wide twl~ bend. S. I~ &nftS bffld in 
lhe ume dllenmn the tos ue powed. JCnp 
fttt fl.at Otl the Roar, IUt Nebel uzu:lff, UPPff 
bod'! upngtu~ knftt t.nrdirrcl.yowrballs 
of 1lw 1ceL (Antlv bowia! m tht'itnftl tour ainn 
•nd SIT:UtJhlmbolh lq;s to l'ftWn ro lMM&n1.n1 











Swt: SWlcfint ~- A. 
Lib nsill hlal off floor &nd ff.Id! 111 tht lade 
-h .I ... AC'P. Tr.1111,r au 1M bod,- .... uu lo 
Ult ngl!I f- .at 11 fovdln t!w floor. Sffld 1ht I.-
cf liw naht M'S .ac 1ftt' niomml of floor rcn111n 
Ln1 I001 rnnaam on 1ht floor. Pwll od ll'Offl 1h1 
,toa, .. uh 1M ngh1 ,_ to l'l'IUffl Ill ll&nm, 
PQIUIOII. ~ .. ID lcfl Jldf. ~.II lfun lltON' 
,....,._ V.aru.illffl: fnnn aanu,s p1111rtio11 C !11:in 
forwud4Jld ttmdtr..--ht onlcnwud Ira •itlir 
~adw,..u fooe on 1Mfloorforba.l.i11tt. 
l.np the IIIO'fffflfflt lmDOlh. Absori, 11,t 
IYddrn '"'&hi lhilt by beftding llw fo""ud l,,.r 
~IJ'. Rftu:rn Ill IUnlfl& po&lla:ffl -Joio.:i 
slo.t,,ldwtiowof fflDl'fflll'IU. Coutu IOIOllf.: 
~- !; b«l. oltll.l dunp ilp. J: hmu. ,, bui. 
&!Id fflll!O. Rtp.,11 A dftmd ,and ~ ~ 
~--dwffflwt.n""'P&, 
I 09 Modification: No arch in back 
Knee lifl .and swing backward· 
P~7 
Swr: SWldiq: pa9itiDn A, $twp bad. ffllffl 1ft. ............ 
Stand ml lffl ks, bind ,tshl 1- up ID ll\l c...__ U1 th. Ila awi11a down undff lM bod·, 
~~Wbeefora,-.b.adiwar, 
1;1 iu u Int lea wdl IO, R.peat th'" fflDft hlrll"I 
Do not stop dw -- unul .all ffplftlflOftl ,., 
compht,, Knp tha vppn bOlfy ...a. Do 11111 i, 
It. fflN - -atd lhl lihtd Miff, 0a II~ 
uch tM lqdr, .aa the WI"'°"' badr.w.ard. Ow,. ..... 
110 Modification: Knees over ankles 
Alternate leg straightening from low pli~ 
Swt: SWIIW!g posilian D wsth feet in wide .~ 
8end knftlOftl'Nff\edDUltclft. ~fNtlla! 
on tlw n.aor thmughout. Wllill' ffl'MIAlng low, 
Jtr;lll!hlffl lbe nght ~ ffld ahlfl weighl OWS'U. 
lfflbal!'-. Ramn theweghttamuzrpau-
aan whlnnu~ydismbmd ~ti. 
feft.Snightm Ula Ifft~ lhihing all lne-ght 
-wngtu Mft. Jurum iu mim. JC-, thl 
bK.k lm1gM thrazghau. hip, rucbd Wida. 
R.tpeat. lhilmlg -gtd back And tontt. .. ,agtu 
mmia. I: ngtll lqsuaight.2: cmm,J: ldtwg 
ICl'llghl. t: crnm-. m. Keiq, the aman de&n-cul. 
5h&la CN! the lep IO~ - whm fin-..... 
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112 Modification: Knees slightly bent 
Spine flex and extend 
SWt: Standing pmition D with fffl 1pm. 
leap the h&:1111 c,n the aim, ol tha dwr INL 
Pull IN' bldo. up like • Hallowftn QI. lw&d 
diapi ~.,)'(111 canklokWD I.NI lap. Lift 
lhehad. psasdalrnllldwmllllol &hebadr. and 
arch W.. • ,waftla&d hone. Man mu:mtlll.-
.andalowly.GaUmud!.aaionintMb&cilupm-
cb1L a.put 1t1rw =m. 1ha anm &nd ltp 
rmwn1tn1pl dlzuup!U1, 




Bmd farw&ld 11 hip. bfp ltp l!Jaigtu Ind 
U1N1 11111,. Dlmdtd. Put heed dawq bttwam 
ll1!ll.Rac&l9the~Uldlook1D&Nnght. 
R1tNm tg cmm- Md rau.11;,111 k:1C11r. ~ Donat 




114 Modification: No arch in back 
Sun: S1.and1111 paAIDl Dntanda-,ach-- ol 
the Wit.I 
Pl.Ka lwldl cbffnh, wwirrtt.Malldm an Ulr 
udftaf1htlK11111dlau-1.l(npl,pMR11N 
d1rDUichoul, Eaund 1i. nshz -S bad.wan:! UIQ 
~ the Ion lftl on the I'-. Lif1 IN ng!it Ifs 
bKl,,-,d ,_ Ullf h:p him tllnll ~,.-et,. 
Ch&npi,,p.KftPINbad.M,qha..thudm 
lint with tht lp,N. C- ta tald'. ~ ila c. 
uch CGIIN. 
5ingle leg Uft to the reu 
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126 Modification: Knees bent, no bounce 
Side bounces 
I 35 Modification: Knees bent 
Knee. shin and floor touch 
0 
3 
136 Modification: Knees bent 
SWt: F-aWldingp:mtianAwithA11N1rudl-
inglWl!S' hod. thmntlt hooked. 
swi toward the nsnr m dlscnbe • llrpan::le 
tha1willu.k.elheh&fllbmWouaideolWngh1 
loot. lAffl ~ U.fefton tht Ooarm ~ 





Eaotmudi.7 .. &finiahmdaOftl't.cl~ 
dDffllan andnpt:11m.Dlml'lid&.Monllawl1 




- Jl:U p. Stand vp Nnlight and bowa thrft' 
tmawbila t.idinJl!dawa)'W ID WOIM' IICI'. 
Camtto,-,.. I.2.J:bcunca.4:1iandup.~•1 
IWo timls cn-.dl llid& Variuiam: ll One r.n 
O'lll"hadrncbingcmlU'l'tdlinglidc. J:etp L"_. 
c:bm facing atnlgh1 ahaad and rad!. tc, W 
Cllil!ng wtm the ann appmna VII bmll. 51:ffl!:: 






Sap bad cld thDuld,m in pm ~
1Ddi1-P1attm:bd ..... 
~ Fra madinJ polUian A. 
tan awvd.and ICNdl finpr-ups roklwf 
Co1 li1t1e ~ and DM:21 rlwahw. r:NL,· 
A!tm!pl ro l0ldl thl floor. Count tn tow. :. 
llntes.2:W\.l;flaar,.:flUldup. ~J:I t.lVN 
mna.KetpifpRnlJl!tWWgllam. 
Amund the world 
~ ... ··.• 
1 ~--•.·. 
\( 







139 Modification: Knees bent 
Round and sir.light back---;:=-::=-'.::"".::-::-,-:,---
Swl: Fr. nuidin1 Plllltian II with haiim an 
~mmanight.lDoaotpmhon&nel!!LI 
Sit up stick 
!inigtnm ba.., u" pualJd ro t1ia aoor. 
plllc::hthelbaulda-blldei!Dptbe: bepuv 
madlnam.wttbtbalpine.Jbmd~spm.Uka 
•~at badr. Jwmpmg u mum a 
pmsibleWU!!.hllldfcrwad eel dun md:edln. 
Kap cbebamcndtebea lhmugholl:L Pra, 
dawnUltheEm&Uaflblblcx1DffllfttDlmmlg 
pmuim.,....dtNel:ima.Eaagp:rmtN 
mmgfut.c:kbJ' ~in bmwloldieb&di. 
.libuwy I dredlrm.Klilptheltp1niptl 




Replaced this exercise for ease, comfort and to isolate abdominals and not hip 
flexors. Performed crunches instead, lifting up until shoulder blades just raise off the 




lo.,k ;,. '"f 
Arms straight: legs bent 
c.~rl bac.k. 
t:.zcl: ,aur c.bJ.a to Joor cbe=it vhile 7DU tat 
nn::::!, uttb ,our head re:s~ Wt rv e roar pelTU rorvard. Oaoz doun, lreepi:;: 
•pu:!:• that :st1cl: forward uat1l 
70
~ areU 1;0 cmm up, U.rt 10ur head to 70ur· chest aae! 
Sta.rt uitb a couple aad 1.zu:reue &rad .. ~n U tu; up. Co Yer7 =iJ.oul7 e.ad v1th cac;;·o.1. _,_ . 
APPENDIXC 
All exercise descriptions and pictures: 
Chrisman, D.C. ( 1994). Body recall: A program of physical fitness for the adult. 
Lafayette, IN: Lafayette Printing Company, Inc. 
BODY RECALL EXERCISE NOT USED 
43 Did not use because of pressure placed on back 
Double knee lilt, leg extension and lower 
Swl: Sittvia polll>CIII C. 
5a:,oc ti.ps W'laff nrmly. Uh bcUI ~ :o 
1M thnl. su,l&Mffl bath lea III law "ir.: :~-t 
~ol Ull'tluam-. Lo-ff lep 1111locrli..'WJ\· ,1.-.a 
lfflDOlhlr. Do1Mt11tourmumt. l: Ith.:. n:r..d 
1-t. J .. "' ._. and p\aa ,,., .•:,, :~.:-, 
(own ,I •hiJa- fflllllJ btfo~ n-p,t.tllllC nr.::H 
RI-pt.al lhtn-.Rtmffnbff Ill~ l~l tff: ::I 
1i. lloor. Da no1 In thnn ilop, 
48 Did not use because of pressure placed on back 
S1.1n: 51111111 pollUCIII C, 
8md bolh krwn 111 tlw ciw.r, ar,nd lht lep 
1111111 tt.y &R m WW .,ui U. Wah 611d paun I~ 
high. Srpan~ lcp brukly u .. u ri.,, will ao 
.and bn113 U\tffl 10ft!NT bnOfW wndu,a i.nna 10 
chn1 a,&lll. SlnlShffll Jep p,.rall,I ..,ui floar and 
"""'"" l,p nro,<1111!1 to Lh.1 iidr VI • 1tncW. 
Bnn11 l'P tOlffllff •!ti.~ Ii- to chft1. 
Ea:tmd)ep 10 6~ Jromtloor. Swina:ilp to ■ lffllk 
pollllOft and, badr. toSfthn' bffln ia.mna; tht 
hn Ill thr lioot ,lowt,. 0a UID le, ll COlmtL 1, 
lill--tachnt.2:~ltplu&h,.J:midt. 
t.: l,p toSfthn. l: bttd UINI to dint. 6: oimd 
l,p III fnnn panllrl 7, nndr, I: 1~. 
9: blVll k- to dial. 10: 1-, ltpslffi&ffl JIW 
abo-,e d,e, floor. 111 undt, U: 1op&m and rm 
tt.. ,..,. on the 11oa,. KRP • road NCk al tlw 
ptlw,s, and do noc hold y11111 bfu.th! 
55 Did not use because of balance and pressure placed on back 
Scisaon. parallel 
Stan: Sittulg pasi1im1 C with both ltp nmtd:rd ,--SIJ:qnte ltnight lep toa1111depm!cicm U IU 
u thell'will go. Bringlrp badt togfthcT, a'0UUI!!, 
righ1itg01'ffldtatldld1WldffnghL Ktto lep 
1m1ight UWughoul and movs legs 10 1hr 
lnUUl'IU!rl, CNI ~ In. R.epe.11 cmssu11r l111t leg 
Oftrnght.inc.DonaaNeighlbmCl. l:ltndc. 
l: cn,u, J; smde. 4: cross. ere. 
68 
64 Did not use because created contraindicated position 
Side bmd with uppu arm reach 
5wt: Sittaqs paWm B With ln!!S !:a::i I: 
vmwd,lr""'talht&lda. 
Bmd IO IN ripU sld, and fflt n,tu mlPft ~ 
IN Im. Thi left ann batRIIA1 up. Su..~:.•.-
badr Mm w nam iw.i .. tw. ru,dmq: "" :.-.r 
hud MUI IMim arui. JC.p WI arm •IRIPU &.~ 
lri&hpmltllfflChn.e'lllltimlelor,Kh;ml:::, 
pawi.l Mdl lN fbir. Ramn inn ta W ~ 
11ppguamW-9lttlJll'gp.Rlpq;1C111ima:.:ir. 
P--.:1 "'Y ....i, and ~- Bui. 
a-Id- madacllfflh Vlldwr. 
84 Did not used because of awkwardness 
Single leg Jilt to chair b.ack 
Stm,:5imna:pwa:mfwahM111~.len.:! ----S&r&laftMI ,,d,I Ila ...d IWlfll d l"ff ::-1 11Nn11 nllllff ot ffll&t b.-:1, 10 toudl 1hr b-.i. .•: 
-- ..... Rft11111 ICIOI to llw floor. iwpr,i "'~ 
Im ~ Do - jlop fOOI on lloo,. Comroi t.~1' 
~1. Fmni,sn,1Ndoall't,a1,, -h ft&!'~ 
i.nu,a,- fnr 1N ... 10 tovch 11 !he CM!lffll 
R.p,i,11 wuhr-11 .... 0..1ili110 ,I ~Olfflft. I, 111..,~ 
right ... IOffilU' t,a&, :_ pliil.• hpll lOPI ID tic-,.•: 
l: 1audl lef1 lira. -1: play '" 1('1('1, Rfs:'1,1:. ':":-1 
llll'W• -ill ■..rli 1111111 ... ta - Ill IAC~I I 
-»: i.,. hh. 
v--= S..-.. ~,-b-.L "' r..1:r ta•-.._ 1- ot thl ot'-t 11'1, RN1w Nl".:1 
fn:1111 mall' bad Ill «mfflomh 1hta ffld """"' 
tt..fwe&&bibt,aNldld.UftWlctf1NL._ 
.ac1-..11badto .... Clwtpllp.Rai,,,,1,:~ --
I I 5 Did not used because of the position the swinging creates 
Leg lift backw,1rcl and ■weep to side 
Swt:~pamimlD. 
51.&nd D11 lffl IOCII, 5uqtitffl rishl leJ Ill fhe 
,-. and~tumdrd ,_ on dw lloor. Uh lN 
npll ... u I.a, u pauiblt. 1-,, 11 Ill lM n&ftl 
and back. llllldl rJw tm ta lN fb:r IO flnilh. 
~a4rmm..X...lhllud&~and 




125 Did not use because considered contraindicated by national standards 
Side bends· 
Scan: fft'eS!aQdln1pmidanA 
!end D tt. Im. g:auty. wftik lllding the WI 
hand down tt.lUSaol&heldtlhlgh 11C1 thek:'.ft 
JainL SlowtrnNrn ID U1 tq,right IWldi!IJ poll• 
1:1m. 1eeep ma had m &Upmwn1 With w-~ .. 
u ii balda. ~ 1o the righr Pde in the~ 
~-~lfw~wir.l'l&grum'N.IC 
cl thefinprap:, down thelli:ieol Wlef. Kfr.' 










J:'etp h&nib en htp!i cllraughlNL Rlpul Wff 
mms. ooummg ., light. one Cldllnp tcr Hctl 
mum. let thamad follow tha nl!SL Co 1!01oi1· 
&nd IZNXlth.ly. Co-~ Smd .,_ 
t.,inaatitlg.,upngnt mnca 
13 I Did not used because of the contraindicated movement on the spine 
SWt:: &. scmdins pcll1dan B. Nldlins rcr-
wan1 wizbCIN&nn pua1lti tothafkm. 
~r-111orwudwithllniJh!IC!l. 
Draw ms am down and badr.wans wutl. w 
bud.bbylmllip.UltthalllbowD&becmhnJ 
adffalmwmlapinWUhamaightann.A1 
lbs pcaDS amum ii liltmg wicb the lllbow Vie 
«lla' umis~ u far forwud a paDll,!e. 
Kas, the 1G1m1 lmllCld!. and madan:ly WL 
1hl ilpU1&7 t.sm:ip!lmniucd.ltlZ!dmgUI 
&awwd.ba. amdl ar flll pmallaL Cwm m 
aghlwitbammglmwmlradlfarhdlmum. 
Blndthekz.-wtillamfnllDamnd-,. 
_ ... __ 
1!111 am:m b aD9 .tgarau, lha:n .Ill the 
odiln. n. pmnpull aalal ul Cha anm wiD 
IJlaaJe cirmlalian In thl uppe body and will 
llightlJ'iza.-lbat..nmdhm5amritr-Thb 
laagocJdwum-upcarma..b.bilibalfrrbnd 
1w1m. Yau. pinmmpb in Chi lower b&dr. ~ 
t=ie ,aa mn fmwl:Jd wttb • lttllighl: bull.and 
nmt" gn,ffl)'. Wbal '-gs r=llin 1111.iglu: whila 
ma~ a b!!II 1unnn1 the himmnP g1 ti. 
&,p u.mlpbmmandllffl\gdmied. 
70 
134 Did not use because considered contraindicated by national standards 
Allemate toe touching 
Stan: ~ tunding pmidon W1th &mll •l'lo:lw· 
dnhc:igti1u&idl:L 
Twts1 tht __, and UM the kit fin[tln IO u-_. 
right fam. blpulg thl iep ltralJht. RiM MIC 
b!M 10 ad! !he righl lingmi to the lat !r;io:. 
Rctummthlwnur,pmican.tmudlta~ 
Hold anm ~ WDughou&. While one .i=: 
brachi:lgtoclw&oartMotbrrare&allftgra&l'4! 
caliitJ.Camu I ik2.tlllzdltm.l& .&.JWIC. 
bpa.lonCW!l'lid&. 
___ o·-:::== 
137 Did not use because considered contraindicated by national standards 
SWt: hft sanding puitiol\ 8 with anns bald 
DUI to1,1daftBI. WIUlll'lc:lwderL 
Twul the mno 10 nghl hard pocntl to flcar 
bftween lffl.kfl:hand pmntSCOmliJlg. Re!N,a 
In lorwud b=ld pmman and twat lhe tang 1G 
5lfl: tund. b m law =iia: nglU halld LI high 
miter. Rataie thltspillefflllftmu mlidaln tl'lil 
ZNl!llff Im eght - crw CNnp Im each 
count.~-- andriJealowl1" 1Uanupngtu ,.,._ 
Wmdmill 
143 Did not use because considered contraindicated by national standards 
Stan: Knnfifta ~ wit!! hand wpp,n. 
e.f'dnaht,..,_tadfla.ltnpi,adbau. 
llrllpl:ffi «ll tht hip lfflilr llnftlll'II di. bftq 
UMll!ldtr th.bod, 111 atmghnn !wan nmw:lnl 
lcs Wt. Rftum 10 bettl lulft ,11 chm. ICNp 1 
lfflO!lth IWffiPII acb1111 in 1N hip ,ow. Lift u 
high 11pou,b!.WMl!Ulllflant'tnd.d. Tuck tlw 
dun ,n and rDU:rd rhe badr. u 1i. i.- mn-e 10 
tM chtsl, Ca11111 two. li Ila U-. J, ntmd Ifs, 
lwpe11 IN'ff llma. 0wip 'cp, 
Rex knee. extend leE 
1~ 
71 
I 66 Did not used because movement is too advanced and needs modifications 
Allcmate head to knee bounces in stride position 
Slut Roar Sitting~ B With ltp ~ 
nlrdlridebl11Zt.da>-
Drop lft'ff Ill the right li!w with IJppa' rano, 
ruwid bad!. and lEad. &nrri RINm m hiJil 
ltmng pamian. Drop - tta lllha .., tn w 
IIZN!inctrm.Comtrll:lfi&:hl.1:bm.dDl'ffngllt 
ltg.&lldctup.2:bmdO'l"El'ldtiwg.alld:mup. 
1llil is~ a.dftllClld name Md lhoutd br 
precede byftllml lMar 165. 
J 72 Did not use because considered contraindicated by national standards 
1Jfl•1tridet 
Swt. Raar ams pollllllfl D. 
Uflbathkp6~offflooT.S.,-WifSI•~ 
in I IUD WM 1C9 pmiud. Rffiiffl :: -~ 
pmamnal!ldp&..hmlon w,loor~. Ml:" 
litpllra!pl~.ADlNICDClflu.i.n:-~ 
"'Y dca ra tht floo,, Fund, NO IHI i::a:- ::: 
nvd i- bad. ,-. CoNna &DGC!:='.a.i 
Cou,,uof-,, I: lift l, undl. l, i.p~e- , 





177 Did not use because considered contraindicated by national standards 
801tom leg WI 
·-.. 
• 
-::-.:::=: . , -===:=:.-~'rt-= 
SWt:~pmil:ic:lflA. 
Uh top Ill &1 ■ 90 drpw &llpl. ton pamnd m 
ClliJins. Lift bocca1 Ill v, to roiidi u. cap 1q. 
1--Jllll die bam=\ lq. P..pat and lowff boch 
lrp f'Og'llhff. Rall -· IUallNffl llp °"'- lih 
tDp iC'I and ltaft • llip. 8nq borraei J-. vp 10 
touch w rop ... i-. R.pua and~ boltl 
11p COlfUlff, Ina.- tt..111 four~ 111 lihs 
• ii a polllbie, 
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178 Did not use because considered contraindicated by national standards 
Stan: SICU'oly,q pouuon A, 
j.;~bod1 l~loptliff ffld Hr~. SI-I,- lift 
bolh upw•nl Ind,_ IO lhr floor. Cowtr lour ID 
lilt 111d tour 10 lo.w. Conm,I t1w &CllClft 
c1m11Uv Do 1101 tlop lap en 1~ floor. Slulliu 
th1 bodY wuh I~ ,.,,...u,:1 br1a:r,1 hind. Rall 
OYff •tld ~•1 11ft crthtt udL lllCffllll' 10 lovr In 
tuCCIUKlft £1 Q 11 ,:owl,J,, 
Double leg lift sideward 
=-~ 
186 Did not use because considered contraindicated by national standards 
Double arm lifts 
Sun: f-1~1 pooaiion B. 1nn. nimdnl o""' ~
hlad wuh hlftda - floor. 
RaiW "lftlded anm fflffll thl floor u kiln 11 
pau,bl1. Chtu hfta 11UIIU1NftZl'II. ICffP iffl Dft 
1M floor lhnNshout, Rlnun 10 llantftl pounon. 
IWpm. R.11. ' 
187 Did not use because considered contraindicated by national standards 
SWt, F-iJinl ~ B, &nm 1a adn. ............. 
Raialdimand-ffl:fflllwfl-•hlaha:1 
potllblt, l.owff10 uan. Coma fom. Ram dowty 
on rwv mwm. i- Dft rwo ~. Rfpt11 fWO 
hlllft, i-.. u ahilitr allowl. Knp fm 
_ _,,. •lule- t1w CNlt a lifted. 
Swan 
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188 Did not use because considered contraindicated by national standards 
Head lift 
5un: EAa-1yin1 pmitian A. 
W1dliniram hanc1a u highuil Will p l'lace 
b&dr. to 1wmig pomion. Repur a. WMS. 
Vuwzon: Ult head u highu pciuible. Nm 10 
mieaida and IBI chair. an lwldL Ufl heACI lpU!. 
uzdloWft'chnlr.tohands~dftSLMoftllowiY 
&ndtrytomt'a.allterwoni:hinngthl!mirlll\lM. 
191 Did not use because considered contraindicated by national standards 
Double leg lifts 
Swt, F-..l)'Ula ~ A. 
l,j!1both ltpai tlw--· haldfor I camt ,--~--~ 
&NI plaa lqs on Row. Coutit to two. I: life • .Z, -%-- ! 
ptacr. 11'1<. R.pea llun IIINI Ulplll,I dine an _ ,~,. ,, 
196 Did not use because considered contraindicated by national standards 
Stale kk-l)'mg pam1m1 a with hum Wide ..... 
Emnd..Upwvda1a9Ddegrnangj& 
f'Dim:t1111andbtpthlllplnigbrwhile-s--
mlllg&heffilidr.1:-,:ufuupc:adbain ■ nrlde 
pmition. !ring lhalepin&nd am1 it.mu W' 
&I pmllble mU kftping me:n l:night. Stridll 
l,pand mm dlala~Oiimtfaur. I: stride. 
and: aru. ~ atrida. and: acm, ftC. lalnua 









200 Did not use because considered contraindicated by national standards 
Sun: Bulr.-l)'lllg posnian C. 
Slowi!' Wt Iha- tupl u hish, u UIPf will IO, 
uaun1 1!11' bwr. d pou,bbt. All bodp -sflt 11 
1vppontd b,. 1he ~ and kn. la-, back 
1iowly101Jwfloorb')'wicuriinJtM&pmahomdw 
d,ovlden. down. ON' _.. .&I I ll!N. Cmu!t 
11111110 ,.._. ra.ir cvwm to io-. Ra,pnt lNft 
hffln. it.tu 1hr &m1i .and nmr. ,..naw IN 1'1$11 m 
lhtbod,,~ 
The bridge 
20 I Did not use because considered contraindicated by national standards 
Bridge with aJtemate hip flex 
Sun, Bad,,-111111 pouum1 C. 
Ufl hipaoif Wlloor and wppon all -..atll °" 
lffl and ~ Yd. up nshr bil and pull 
n&hl MN bKlr. 1award dim. -, hi&h 
udl1~.0o- .... Plaan&1uf-Oft 
floor Md pica up Imm the.._ IIWlllff. Rmam 
10 Wlffll'I& palUICn Md nsc. Mo.. '1owl-, and 
d.bbn-udy lftnlll&h ,adl aep. Count lO eiah1. l, 
tllM Npll, 1, fin. nghl !up lklw. pgib baa). J: 
plan n&lu tom. t: fla Im Np, S: p1- WI fOOI 
llftfloor. Cl, 7, I: rtrwnlO floot. R.pur. 
202 Did not use because considered contraindicated by national standards 
Bridge with chair support 
Swt: Badr.-t,iq position C with lo-. , ..,,,.....,....,_ 
LihlMfflP!lulti&h11thy w1U IOllld rr.-,o 
tNffl to the f1oar '1owlr. CoWlt IOUT 10 hlM i,: 
lairr 10 lowwr. ICffP llv l!IO\'ffllflll l!IIOGlfl ~ 
~ to am "P and down by IIIOYll'II e~ 
wnabq at .a taN, Vananon, Lift h.rp, 10 t:::: 
pos,hlln. SUaipiqn lM nshl l1t1 and roUC\ t.-




204 Did not use because considered contraindicated by national standards 
Head lift with chin tuck 
Swll Sadr.-lyma p:IIIUDn A. 
Life mit, the hod from tha floor. ndi. tha chin 
-.rd tM EMIi and nmmthe Mad ta tht &ar. 
Roi. Comu to faatliftzn&, ,__ io-nna. ..,,...,__ 
206 Did not use because considered contraindicated by national standards 
Head and shoulder lift 
--
San: a.d.-1,-ia plAhlffl A. 
Life had and lliou.ldm otf 1M lloot \:11:li ::,r 
fw111111111-11p.K-,,11M1tf&!Jffljl~.f 
hum ala down dw1tnsh,. Hold tha llloui.:n1 :.~ 
lifud s:-a- then fflllffl llowly 10 111, :loo~ 
R.l,.a, ~to fUUI folw,n:I wuh 1111 nn.:: 
11 UM lhaukiln mri irp. Uncvri thr lhowta:i ~ 
IN flaar bftmw .U0-... tht ti.ad Ill IOl!Cil !l'.f 
11o«.R.p.attuwnmn.lna.narhelfflFl\eo: 
tanHhehipew; po11111111 o htld. CCNru 10 eiJju. ; 
•Z.-hud.and~J•.,\ ho;ci 
~ J-1, ia..,, .. tr ta llw floor. Ra,_ 
208 Did not use because considered contraindicated by national standards 
Slt•ups, arms o. ver he.1 ~ 
Swl:Sadr.-lyiftapmita1Awidi.,..mwh!ad. :.,......+ 
Ram - tomni11, and~ 0- fmward 
uhf.iandahawdrllam.cfflNI.. Tudi tht 
dlln, STacfl'-ani with &nmandAl111pw'lth tha 
--8e,ld km& u tbl bod, m1!9 to. 
llltl:ftl ~ wnp .,.. an:ud tht ""-. 1 --f----
51-i,, unmrl to tha s&alUIII pairi0n. Rm:. 
R,pr1:1,Coutu111iflpll. l: thtaw-farward.11 
lil up, l. &. :I. I: &lowlJ' IUICIU'l to tha Rem, nh 
back. ahowdmandhud. uluna:anr11ta the floor 
&1tht1idn.Counn7•••--cnoatwadln 







WATER AEROBICS EXERCISE LOG 
All cardio movement done for approximately one minute. Stretches are head for 10 
seconds (after warm-up) and then 15 seconds (after cool down). Eight repetitions are 
performed for Arm and leg exercises (build up to 8 ). Arthritis exercises are done 
jogging(H). 
4/15/96 Introduction to water; warm up (see Appendix G); stretch (see 
Appendix H): walking,jumpingjogging. Cardio exercise :A, C, 
D, J, I. (see Appendix I); Arthritis stretches (see Appendix K); 
cool down (see Appendix J); leg exercises (see Appendix L ); 
(20 minutes of Cardio) 
From here on out, the warm up, stretch, and cool down are the same everyday. 
4/17/96 
4/19/96 
Warm up; Stretch; Cardio exercises A, B, E, H, J, L (see 
Appendix I); Cool down, leg exercises (see Appendix L); 
stretch. (20 minutes of Cardio) 






Appendix I); Cool down ; leg exercises; stretch. 
( 22 minutes ofCardio) 
Wann up; stretch; Cardio exercises A, B, C, D, E, H, J, L; 
Cool down; ann exercises (see Appendix M); leg exercises; 
stretch. ( 22 minutes of Cardio) . 
Same as 4/22/96 ( 30minutes ofCardio) 
Warm up; stretch; Cardio exercises A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, 
J,K, L, M (see Appendix I); Cool down; ann exercises; leg 
in final stretch: arm behind/neck, Mae West, bear hug. 
(see Appendix H). 
Warm up; stretch; Cardio exercises A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, 
J,K, L; Cool down ; ann exercises; leg exercises; abdominal 
squeeze (with back pressed against wall); stretch. ( 30 minutes 
ofCardio) 
Same as 4/29/96. Times and reps now: 30 min. Cardio; 8 
79 




Same as 5/1/96. 
water too cold to exercise 
Infonned pump on pool broke. Pool closed for at least 8weeks. 
APPENDIXE 
82 
WARM UP EXERCISES 
Jog laps. using the width of the pool instead of the length. First lap: jog forward with 
arms pumping at side. Second lap: jog backwards with arms pumping at side. Third 
lap: jog forward with arms performing breast stroke motion. Fourth lap: jog 
backwards with arms performing breast stroke motion. 
i:eol ohould bo planted ohould01-wldth apart, 
arm, ettendod out In front end hand• cle•ped 
togolho,. Moving from Iha ohould01, lteoa. 
Rgure olghl• wllh arm._ Continua movement 
for 30 ,,cond, or more then N!Vme. 
United States Water Fitness Association, Inc. (1996). National water fitness 
instructors manual. Boynton Beach, FL: United States Water Fitness Association, Inc. 
ARM UIT AND PRlli 
l:londlng wllh r.et rhould.,..,,dth •f>lltl, hold 
your arnu: oul In ftont with hon~ elalfll!d 
logethor. Pre<!: OHM downward fllrel!fully ond 
i:weep lhem upwllld wllh aifuaf lnl1111dly. 
United States Water Fitness Association, Inc. ( 1996). National water fitness 
instructors manual. Boynton Beach, FL: United States Water Fitness Association, Inc. 
GOLF SWING 
Basic Exercise 
1. Swmg your arms to ooe soe ot the body and up as high as 
JX)SS>t>le. 
2. Reverse lhe motion 10 the q:iposite side ol lhe D0cJ'lt 
3. This1en-10-rigt11 motron Shouk1bedone na verttcal plane. 
Variallon 
Shotlen tn.e dis?ance ol the swiig rmtJc:n and speec1 up the move-
ment. 
83 
Krasevec, J.A. & Grimes, D.C. ( 1985). HydroRobics. (2nd. ed.).Champaign, IL: 
Leisure Press. 
STRETCHES 
Slralghl Leg calf Slntlt:h 
Slatting Pmlllon: Aller the Hip 
Rexor Slretch (Mow •t 7), you are 
standing with 01111!! foot In fronl of the 
other. Mow your back foot a blt closer 
to lhe frcru fooL 
Acllon: Pres, your heel CDM"I to the 
floor. Be sum lhal your back foot ls potnt· 
mg~aheadandlhalyo,rf,anfkneo 
is O'Jll!I' your heei rather than (M!I' ycur 
---allnudeatlheback 
ol - - log. Opocnal Pross -
- p,lm ,......i lhe pool - Ihm 
iNey frnm II ln time to the musi:.. 
Hamstring Stretch 
S,.rtlng easltlon: Face lhe pool wall. 
Action: Place your right foot againsl 
the wall Ill a height that allows you lo 
straighlen your leg comfortably wilhoul 
locking or hyperextending the knee. Pull 
In your abdominals, keep your back Oat. 
and lean fo,wani from lhe hip. Relax 
and soften the musdes at the back of 
your lhigh. Hokl on to the pool edge for 
stability. 
Full Back Streich 
Slatflng Poslflon: Continue facing 
the pool wall with both hands holding 
on to the edge. 
Action: L.ower yourself Into the water 
and place your feet more lhan shoulder· 
width apart against the wall. The water 
will buoy your body. Relax and soften 
tt. muscles of your entire back. 
Gaines, M. P. ( I 993). Fantastic water workouts. Champaign, IL: Human 
Kinetics. 
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Shin Stretch and Shoulder Shrug 
Startlng Po5'1/on: Tum ymr body so 
I hal YoU me st.anding with !,QQ' left side 
Iowan! lhe pool wall. 
Action: Cress your outside leg over 
yoor Inside leg. Point your loesand plate 
1he lops of your toes on lhe fJoor of 
the pool. Breathe deeply 800 rd.u your 
daln. 
While you stretch your shins., slowly 
111.lse both showden toward your ears, 
I hen slowfy depress yota shouHen. Re-
lW41 slowly In lime to the musi:. 
Outer Thigh Simich 
sr.111ng Position: Stan::I with your left 
,Ide toward the pool wall, holding on to 
rhe pool ,dge _,,h ..,...1e11 hand. 
Action: Stand up straight and cn::,ss 
your otdskte leg over the leg nearest lo 
1he side of lhe pool Reach out toward 
the middle of lhe pool wilh ygur free 
onnand lean yow hip In toward the pool 
,dge. Oprlonal, Cup ..,... hand and 
press your palm 1oward lhe wall. Turn 
your palm around and pres:5 away from 
the wall Repeat this ann action slowly, 
in lime lo the music If you are 111lng II. Relal: lhe muscles on the outside 
of your !ell thigh an:f hold It. stretch position, with0Ul bouncing, for 
approximatety IO seconds. orlnr about 16beatsof themusi:{remember: 
10 seconcb for Warm-Up s1r-,1chn: 20 to 30 seccnds for Cool-Oown 
Stretches). 
Lower Back stretch with Ankle Ratallon 
Sl•rtlng Position: Hold onto lhepool 
.Jqa. Stand up strnight and firmly con• 
lrtKI your abd&minal muscles. 
Action: Ull your right leg. Rechlng 
your ann behind your lhigh, draw 
your knee 1awardyour chest as you relax 
yuur lower back. Slowty rotl your fool 
111 a circle counterclockwise for several 
rcvolu!ions. Then rc!1 ii dockwise. Ro-
lale the ankle 1hrough your full range of 
mollon. !RoU II In as wide a circle as 
pouible without causing pain.) 
l.on forward (n:,m !he hfp5 with a 
flal back and relax your lower back. 
Front of Thigh Simich 
SIMttngPosltlon: Twnyourbad!; lo the 
v.ell ard sland abcu 18 nc:hes er 1/2 
,neler from It Hold m lo the pool edge 
with your ou!Sltetched left ann and ptxe 
- \OUf leh fOOI on the u,aJJ behln:t yru. 
""'\...... ~ Action: Standing up straight, squeeze 
"' your abdominal musdes in tight and 
push ,-'OUT hips away frmn the wall so 
11t.,1 ~ knee joint fonns a right angle. 
firea1he deeply and relax the fmn1 of 
ynur thigh. 
Gaines, M. P. (1993). Fantastic water workouts. Champaign, IL: Human 
Kinetics. 
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Move #26: Upper Back Stretch 
._ Actlon: Bring ycur arms forward, 
I"" J reach out in frcnl of your chest, and link 
ycur thumbs. While standing up straight, 
contract your .ebdaminal nwsdes. rourx:I 
your upper back, and look down at the 
Jloor of the pool. Relax IN! musdcs of 
,.,..- """" bock. neck. am shoulden. 
Be sme 10 keep ycur shoulders down. 
Move #27: Torso and Shoulder Stretch 
Action: Contract your abdominal and 
butlocks muscles to brace your spine. 
Bring your arms out to lhe sides. Then 
raise your arms owrhead and link your 
thumbs logether. Ufl yaur chesl as you 
reach lou,ard lhe .sky. Aex the knees 
slightly and bring yota arms nexl to your 
ears being careful not to arm your back 
"'dn>o ,.,..- head. &e.the deeply am 
hokt the stretch for 16 Counts. 
Safety nps: Keep your elbows slightly 
betU to awid stressing the elbow ;<>int. 
II your shoulders fed tight, lower your 
hands in fronl of your face unlil the lighl• 
ness disappears. 
Move #28: Shoulder and Upper Ann Stretch 
Action: 
l. Reach behind your neck with yaur 
right hand. 
2. Clasp your right elbcN, VJrth lhe 
left hand. Draw your righl elbow 
lowdld your head. just lo the pomt 
of comfonable resistance. Relax 
your shoulder and upper arm. 
Keep your head up straight lo pro• 
led your neck, 
3. Extend your righl arm. 
4. Repeat the sequence with 1he left 
ann to stretch the other side. 
Gaines, M. P. ( 1993). Fantastic water workouts. Champaign, IL: Human 
Kinetics. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL COOL DOWN STRETCHES 
Now add these neck. shoulder, and upper back sttelches to Improve 
llexibU'ity in areas that often become tense. 
Move #72: Safe Neck Stretch 
Sl•rtlng Position: Stand with feel 
shoulder•Width apart In the braced neu-
tral position. 
Aetlon t: Reach behind your back and 
bring your righl arm ta.uard your lef I hip. 
Gen1 ly grasp your right wrist u.i1h your 
lefl hand. Slowly lower \,'DUI' fell ear lo• 
ward your lefl shoulder. Hold for 20 lo 
30 seconds. then return ycur head lo an 
upright position. Repeal the stretch on 
lhe opposile side. 
Action 2: Reach behind your b.lck and 
bring your right ann toward your 
lefl hip. Gently grasp your right wrisl wilh yaur left hand. Slowly lum 
your head so that you are k>oking toward your fell shoulder. Hold for 
20 lo 30 seconds. then tum your head slowly forward. Repeat the stretch 
for lhe opposite side. 
Safety nps: Remember to stretch onlv ro rhe po;,it of comfortable 
rnrsrance. If you feel pufftng or pain. you are stretching 100 far. SJowly 
reduce the amount of stretch. Move wry slowl1,1 from one posrtion to 
tlw next. or you will be Injured. 
Move #73: Shoulder Hug 
Starting Position: Stam with leer 
shtxMer-width apart in 1he braced neu• 
tral posrtiOn. 
Action: Reach hoth hands across your 
chesl and back toward your shoulder 
blades. Relax YoW' upper back while you 
hold lhe strelch for 10 lo 15 seconds. 
Switch arms. putting the 01her arm on 
lop. 
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Standing in a forward facing lunge position with one leg in front of the other, 




Right leg fmward, biceps curls with arms 
Left leg forward, triceps push backs 
B: Cross Country Skiing 
Stand in same position as in Rocking horse. In a straight leg motion. move 
legs. alternating, forwards and backwards. Opposite arm moves with opposite 
leg. 
C: Forward Kicks 
Alternating a straight leg kick from the hip. Alternating arms reach out in 
front so toes may touch hands. 
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Alternating a straight leg kick from the waist in a backwards motion. careful 
not to arch back. Arms move in from the waist to the chest and then back our. 
Side Leg Side 
Straight leg kicks, toes forward, at the side. Alternate so one foot rests on the 
floor. 
E I ; Hands on waist 
E2: Hands move together across body to surface and back down. palms 
facing one another. 
E3: Same as E2 except palms facing apan. 
E4: Same as E2 except arms behind body. 
ES; Same as E3 except arms b_ehind body 
Ankle slaps 
Legs move in the side leg side manner, except bend at knees so hand may 
touch ankle or toes 
Fl: Same side hand touches ankle 
F2: Behind body, opposite hand to opposite foot 
In step slap 
Same movement as ankle slap, except in front of the body with the opposite 
hand touching the opposite instep. 
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H: Jog, heel landing on ground 
HI: Hands press in and out at side 
H2: Hands press up and down from the shoulder 
H3: Alternate HI and H2 
H4: Hands move in and out from shoulder 
H5: Alternate H2 and HS 
H6: Arms bend at elbow, 90 degrees, move in and out. touching elbows 
H7: Arms in same position as H6, with elbows touching at all time. 
clasping hands, moving up and down 
H8: Arms extended at side, little pushes outwards 
H9: Arms extended at side, rotating at shoulder 
HI 0: Arthritis stretches 
I: Hamster 
A quick jog with high knees. Knees are apart. one in the IO o'clock position 
and the other I the 2 o'clock position. Hands make quick circles around one 
another in front of the body. 
11: Arms move forward 
12: Arms move backwards 
J: Frog 
Legs in the same position as in the hamster, except instead of jogging. both 
feet push off the floor of the pool in a jumping manner. Knees are lifted high. 
abdominal tighten, palms push water downward in the front. 
JI : Knees apart, hands in the center 
J2: Knees together, hands on the outside of knees 
J3: Al temate JI and 12 
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K; Jumping 
Legs together, jumping up and down, arms on waist 
L: Downhill Skier 
In a jumping manner, knees are brought up to the chest and then back down, 
angling feet to land on one side of the body and then the other. Subjects are 
told to imagine a log, and with keeping their torso still, in a jumping motion. 
move the feet from one side to the other. Straight arms move from side ro 
side, opposite of feet. 
M: Cheerleader 
In a jumping manner legs move apan and then back together. Anns move up 
and down at side. 
MI: Feet move apan and then back together. All done before feet touch 
the ground. 
M2: Feet move together and then back apan. All done before feel touch 
ground. 
(For those who were tired or not in that good of shape. feet touching bet\veen 
in and out was permitted.) $ 
-p;_, 
COOLDOWN 
Cross country skier, rocking horse, jog to wall. 
W: Walk four laps across pool 
WI: Sideways, ann reaching out and then pull back in toward body 
as other legs move in to touch together. 
W2: Moon walk, very large steps, opposite anns reaching forward 
W3: Walk forward, anns move naturally at side 
W4: Walk backwards, anns move naturally at side 
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Gaines, M. P. (1993). Fantastic water workouts. Champaign, IL: Human 
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Krasevec, J.A. & Grimes, D.C. ( 1985). HydroRobics. (2nd. ed.).Champaign, IL: 
Leisure Press. 
Pictures D, H, K 
United States Water Fitness Association, Inc. (1996). National water fitness 
instructors manual. Boynton Beach, FL: United States Water Fitness Association, Inc. 
ARTHRITIS STRETCHES 
All exercises and descriptions 
Gaines, M. P. (1993). Fantastic water workouts. Champaign, IL: Hwnan 
Kinetics. 
Move #74: Finger Curl 
Action: Open and close your palms 
slowly. Make a loose fist. 
V•tialion: Bend the la,ger knuckles of 
all four fingers and bring your fingertips 
toward lhe lops of your palms. 
Move #75: Finger Touch 
Action: Touch lhe lip of your thumb lo 
each of yaur fingers one .JI a lime. 
Move #76: Thumb Circles . 
Action: Make large circles WI.th your 
Move #71: Toe Curls 
lhwnb. 
Action: Curl your toes down and then 
straighten them out. Exercise one loot 




All exercises and descriptions 




1. While keep111g your ou1er leg slraighl, move 11 forward (from tne 
hip) and as larut7Nardas yoor musclesw,.U perrmt. 
2. Sim workmg lrom the hip 1om1. swrng your leg from a toiward lo 
• batkward pos111on. exlending the leg as lar bacicward as posstble. 
:!. Repeat this forward and backward swmgu,g motion with equal 
lorce. 
4. Reverse body posi!ion and repeal e,:ercise with ouler leg. 
LATERAL LIFT 
Basic Exercise 
t. Lill your ouler leg as high as possible lalerally (lo lhe side) bu1 not 
above lhe level ol lhe wale[ 
2. Lo.ver !he leg downward and across lhe front al the supporting 
leg as far as IXJSSlble. 
3. Repeal the hfl mOIIOll as in ,1. This lime tower lhe leg downward 
and across the back of the SUPSX>rling leg. Dorn be surprised ii 
your leg caMol reach as tar as lhe pool wall. 
4. Repeat With equal force tn both cfirect1C11s. 
5. Reverse body ix>s1Iion and repeat exercise with other~-
LEG CIRCLES 
Basic Exercise 
1. Wilh leg s1ra1gnt. begrn a clockwise circular molten. The circular 
pallern t>erng made by Ine fool snould be at least 24• in 0tameIer: 
Repeat. 
2. Repeal movement in counIerctockwise direc11cn. 
3. Repeat 111 and 12 witn otner leg. 
Reminder 
Keep your bunocks pressed lo the wall and legs slrarghl , 
Variation 
Repeal aoove exerc.1Se with a smaller motion (6 10 8 ·1 Increase the 
speed ol lhe circular movement. 
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ARM EXERCISES/RESISTANCE 
All exercise descriptions and pictures: 
Gaines, M. P. ( 1993). Fantastic water workouts. Champaign, IL: Human 
Kinetics. 
Side Arm Pump 
.. 
A 




l. Slowlylifl bolharmsou1 lo your sides, palms up, loward thewaler's 
surface. 
2. Slowly press bolh arms dO\lln to your stdes, palms down. 
Repeat 8 to 16 limes. 
Safely Tips: Keep your hands under waler throughoul 1he entire exer-
cise. For grealer stability, perform one arm at a lime, holding on to the 
pool edge wilh your side toward the pool wall. Minimize this exercise 
by reducing speed and repetitions If you have neck pain. 
Chest/Upper Bf!Ck GI/de 
Acllan: 
l. Extend both arms out tu -
palms facing forward. 
2. Press both palms in loward one another out in front of your chest. 
3. Tum your palms around and press back until your hands are even 
with your back. 
Tum vour cairns around and repeat the sequence for 8 to 16 repetitions. 
Safely Tip: For greater stability. perform one arm at a lime. holding 




1. Press the disk, board, or your hands out in front or your chest. 
under water. Contract the muscles over your shoulder blades anc 
keep lhem contracted during the entire exercise. 
2. Pull the disk, board. or your hands back loward your rib cage, 
bringing your elbows along your sides loa comfortable point behind 
vc,ur waist. Use the muscles of your mid back. 
Repeal 8 to 16 limes. 
Safely Tips: When you straighten your amu, keep a slight bend at the 
elbow to protecl the elbow ioinl. Hold ycu-abdominals firmly to stabilize 
your lorso. For greater stabilily, perfonn one arm et a lime, holding on 
to lhe pool edge, your side loward the wall. 
Diagonal Front Shoulder Press 
Action: 
l. Press your righl palm dOINn and across your body toward yaur leh 
lhigh. 
2. LUI your arm up loward lhe pool surface to retum to the starting 
position. 
Repeat eight times. Then swilch your position with a pivot tum ard 




1. Keeping yaur hands behind you, bend your elbows and lift your 
hands upward loward your waist. 
2. Press your hands back down. 
Repeal eighl 11mes. 
Upper Arm Curls 
Action: 
1. Bend your elbows. Keeping your upper arms molionless, press 
your palms upward toward lhe surface of the pool in an arc. Awid 
lifling your hands out of the waler. 
2. Tum your palms toward the pool bottom and press doum and 
back. 
Repeat B to 16 limes. 
Safely nps: Keep a slight bend In the elbow when you extend lo 
protect the elbow joint. If you are using water exercise bells or paddles, 
you will not need lo tum your hand around between Steps 1 and 2. For 






How Much Does Arthritis Interfere With 
My Ability to Lead a Normal, Independent Life? 
This functional capacity scoring system for arthritis patients was 
developed at Stanford University by Dr. James F. Frtes. Make photo-
copies of this empty chart, for you should do this self-evaluation once 
a month. 
• .. with 
some ••• I 
I can do the following help from c:an·t 
tasks (fill in score on -· without ... with someone do it 
line) difficulty. difficulty. else. at all. 
Dressing and Grooming 
Get my dothes out of the 
closet and drawers 0 1 2 3 
Dress myself. induding the 
handling of buttons. zipper. 0 1 2 3 
snaps. and so forth 
Shampoo my hair 
0 1 2 3 






I can do th" fallowing . h,dpfram can't 
tasks (f,U in scare an -dhout ••• with mameone da it 
line) difficulty. clifm:u.lty. mL at all. 
Arising 
Stand up irom a stmight 
• chair without using my 0 l 2 3 
arms for 5UJlPOrt 
Total Total Tomi Tera. 
Arisir:g ==~ 
Eating 
Cut the meat on my plate 
0 I 2 3 
Uh a full cup or glass to 
my mouth 0 I 2 3 
Total Tow Tomi To~ 
Ealing :c:c 
Walking 
Walk outdoors on flat 
ground 0 l 2 3 
J 
Tomi Total Total Tomi 
Walking tota 
Hygiena 
W4Sh and dry my entire 
body 0 l 2 3 
Use the bathtub 
0 T ? • 
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-wllb - _, I can do the (allowing lwp from can't 
task,, (1111 la ,co.,. an -'lllllhaut -with IIQffleOne do it 
line) dlfflculty. difficulty. elsa. .at all. 
Hygiene (cant.) 
Tum fauaus on mu! off 
0 l 2 3 
Get on mu! off !he roller 
0 1 2 3 
Totill Tmal Total Torai 
Hygiene torai 
Reaching 
Comb my hair 
0 l 2 3 
Reach far and get down a 
S•po:md bag of sugo, that 0 l 2 3 
is above my head 
Total TDUII Tow Toiai , 
Reaching toml 
Gripping 
Opafl push-button car 
doors 0 1 2 3 
Open jars that hava been 
previously op,ned 0 1 2 3 
Use a p,n or pmcil 
0 1 2 3 
Total Total Total Total 
Gripping total 

some ••• I 
I can do the following help from can't 
tasks (fill in score on -without .•. with ·someone do it 
line) difficulty. difficulty. else. at all. 
Outside activities 
Drive a car (if I drive at all) 
0 1 2 3 
Run errands and shop 
0 1 2 3 
Total Total Total Total 
Outside activities total 
Total for all 8 categories 
Over the course of several months you'll be able to evaluate whether 
your functional capacity is improving or going downhill. If your scores 
are getting consistently worse, I suggest you talk to your doctor about 
altering your treatment program. 
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